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M A IN E

PROGRESSIVE
CAUCUS HELD
Town

Committees and Delegates
Chosen for the Various
Conventions.

(Special to M aine W oods.)
Rangeley, March 28.—At the Pro
gressive caucus held March 27th, Dr.
F. B, Colby was chosen chairman;

James Mathieson, clerk; W. D. Quiim-

by, treasurer.
The town committee are Dr. F. B.
Colby, Jaimes Mathieson, W. D. Quimby, Anson Hoair, Charles Barrett, Er
nest Haley, W . M. Tomlinson, Sylvader Binkley, Dr. C. S. Stuart, M. D.
Tibbetts, Cliff HUB, W. E. Twomibly.
Delegates to State Convention at
Bangor, April 5: iSylvadier Hinkley,
Janues Mathieson; alternates, Er
nest Haley, Dr. F. B. Colby.
Delegates to District Convention
Sylvaderr Hinkley, James Mathieson ;
county convention, Dr. F. B. Colby,
W. D. Quimby, Anson Hoar.
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A. D. Graffam, Mrs. F. S. Haley,
MISS EDNA TRUE
Mrs. C. F. Chandler, Mrs. N. E. GRAND TIME
Wells, Mrs. C. E. Parker, Mrs. N. E.
FIRST REGENT Butler; afternoon committee, Mrs.
AT RANGELEY

Proctor Smith, Mrs. Frank Savage,
Mrs, Joseph Sweetser, Mrs. George
Adams, Mrs. Mary Gleason; enter
tainment, Mrs. Fred Wells, Mrs.
Ralph Bangs, Miss Hortense Voter,
Mrs. George Adam©.
Confectionery wa© passed around
Through the efforts of Miss Edna
True, who for several years has in the afternoon and games enjoyed.
been a member of Colonial Daugh
ters Chapter D. A. R. of Farmington,
a chapter has recently been organiz
ed in Phillips to be known as Jona
than True Chapter, No. 27, D. A. R.
The first meeting occurred at the
home of Mis© True on the evening
of March 21, Mrs. C. W. Steele of
Farmington, State Regent, institut
ing the chapter and installing the of
ficers.
The charter members are
Edna True, Elima Byron, Eva ToothThe Preliminary Speaking Contest
aker, Velma Russell, Imogeme Scamman, Evelyn Currier,
Mliiia Ross, took place at the Union church last
Lillian Tooth|aker, Mattie Atwood, Saturday evening with thef following
Aibertine Butterfield,
Mabel True speakers and selections:
Music
and Edith Hunter, all o f whom were
present except Mlis-s Hunter.
The The Soldier’s Reprieve,
Irma Sampson
officers for the ensuing year are:
Bstella Smith
Regent, Edna True; Vice
Regent, Truth and Victory,
Madia Ross; Secretary, Blrna Byron; Napoleon The Little,
Karl Howland
Registrar, Lillian Toothaker; Histor
ian, Evelyn Currier; Treasurer, Vel Voice from a Far Country,
Gertrude Stillman
ma Russell; Chaplain, Imogene SeamMusic
man.
The chapter is named for
the A Pathetic Incident of the
Rebellion,
Zera Batdlielder
great grandfather of Miss True and
The
Dreamers,,
Reynold
Graffam
two of the other charter members.
The old flint Jack carried by Jona There’ll be Room in Heaven,
Pluilomene Bourque
than True when at Valley Forge
<
Music
with Washington has airways been in
Decision of Judges
the True family.
It has now be
As is usually tlie case it was not
come the property of Miss True, and
very fittingly ojeoupied a place of an easy task that was assigned the
honor in the parlor daring the cere judges, Mr. D. F. Field, Mrs. O. H.
monies o f the founding of the chapt Hersey and Mas. E. C. Higgins. The
parts were excellent and well given,
er.
The J. M. Teague Ca/mp, S. of V. and it was after some time spent In
presented the Daughters with a beau consultation that Mr. Field announc
ed that Mr. Graffam and Mass
tiful flag.
Tllie talk given by Mrs. Steele re-; Batdhelder, biut that the vote of the
garding historic research in our own committee was not a unanimous one.
The final speaking in the InterPLEASANT ISLAND CAMPS
state was very
interesting and
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex worthy of earnest thought and con scholastic contest will be held at
celled. Best of hunting. Special rates sideration.
After the close o f the Strong, and of course iwe are all
for June, October and November. regular meeting, a social hour was hoping that Phillips will still be able
Write for booklet.
enjoyed, during which time Miss to bring borne another cup this year.
WESTON U. TOOTH AKER, Prop., True, assisted by Mrs. Henry True,
Pleasant Island,
Maine
served ice cream, coffee and assort
ed cake.
The meetings will be
held the first Tuesday of
each
month.
Tine next one
Tuesday,
April 4 at Mass True’s home.

D. A. R. Chapter Organized in
Phillips-State Regent Present.

PRELIMINARY
SPEAKING HELD

Reynold Graffam and Zera Batchelder Chosen tor the Finals.

HOTEL BLANCHARD
STRATTON MAINE
In the center of the Fish and Game
Section. Write for booklet.
-HOTEL BLANCHARD,
STRATTON
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CHILDREN’S DAY
AT THE GRANGE

|

Maine.|

Little Ones Give Pleasing Program.

Ed. Grant’s Kennebago Camps
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
wd Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars
snd other information, write
_
__
CD. G R A N T (S i. S O N C O . ,
P. O. A d d re s s , G ra n t s M e.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

j

B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S , *“ m J10“ " ,‘ ”

|

BalcPMountain Camps are situated at the fo o t o f Bald M ountain on l^ o s e lo o k m e runtic Lake. Near the best fishing- grounds, b irst c l a s s T r e e c i r c u l a r A t
road to cam ps—T eleph one con n ection s—T w o m ails d aily —*Vv n te tor free circul .
AMOS ELLIS. P ro p ’r ..
Bald Mountain, Maine

%
%

Rangeley Lakes and Dead River
Region

AS A HUNTING RESORT
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine. It is easy o f access
nd nearly all the cam ps are open during the Hunting Season.
Deer, partridge, duck, s bear and small gam e are very
abundant.
Non-resident hunting license fee only S I 5.00
Write the Sa n d y R iv e r & R a n g e l e y L a k e s R a il r o a d for
booklet with map.

F.N. BEAL,

General M anager,

Phillips, Maine

Childrens’ Day at the Grange Wed
nesday, was asi usual' ,a happy day
for the little ones and there was a
very large number present.
Games
were enjoyed before the dinner hour,
and also after the following program
in the afternoon:
Piano Solo,
Ruth Merton
Recitation,
Louise Worthley
Recitation,
Elaine
Badger
Solo,
Marcia Davenport
Dialogue,
Opal Webber, Cora
McLaughlin
Piano Solo,
Evelyn Jacobs
Recitation,
Irene Wing
Girls’ Quartette, Colored
Select Reading and Tableaux,
Mrs. Mildred Dunham
Solo,
Hortemsie Buitler
Recitation,
Roxje Davenport
Song,
Helen Leavitt
Piano Solo,
Hilda Wihitney
Recitation,
Lillian Bennett
Recitation,
'
Roy Kinney
Recitation,
Ida Pray
Duet,
Dorothy Smith, Helen Ross
Recitation,
Floyd Aldrich
Tableau,
“ Two Weary Travellers”
Song,
,
Hazel Wells
Recitation,
Faye Luce
Recitation,
Doris Knapp
Song,
Corinne Dudley
Recitation,
Everett PiLLsbury
Piano Solo,
Gertrude Dunham
Chorus,
.
10 girls
Mrs. Charles Harris and
Mise
Hilda Whitney were the accompan
ists.
The dinner committee were Mrs.

Entwistle Lodge “Can’t Be Beat”
for Entertaining—Grand Mas
ter Bunker Present.
A grand time was that of the Dis
trict meeting of the Odd Fellows at
Rangeley last Friday night. The spec
ial train was scheduled to leave tills
town at 4 o’clock.
A few members
from Gov. King Lodge of Klngfieid
arrived here at noon, and went on
the special from here.
Before the
train started the band, all members
of the order except two, gave a few
selections at the station.
Upon ar
riving in Rangeley the members, 63
in number, headed by the band
(Continued on page

8.)

en:
First assessor,
Carroll
L.
Knapp; 2nd assessor, S. S. Whitney;
3rd assessor, Colby B. Whittemore.
The officers of the fine department
are as follows: Clerk, C. E. Parker;
chief engineer, E. V. Holt; 2nd en
gineer, W. R. Leavitt; 3rd engineer,
A. S. Beedy.
DEATH

OF

RESPECTED

LEY

RA NG E-

C IT IZ E N .

Geonge Dana Hinkley, who died
March 16, 1916 at his home in Ran
geley was born in Madrid, July 8,
1847, and was the son of Joseph and
Polly Hinkley.
There were nine children in the
family.
Mr. Hinkley’s age was 68
years, 8 months and 13 days.
His first wife, M-ns. Elverna Ab
bott died June 19, 1877 and his sec
ond wife, September 28, 1908.
His
oldest Child by hiiis second marriage,
Riley, died when about two years cf
age.

Mr. Hinkley
was taken sick on
February 9th
with dermatitis but
was only confined to has bed for two
weeks.
Everything was done tor
him that was possible, and his niece,
Mrs. Harry Batohe’der cared tor him.
Both of his sisters, Mrs. Wltbam and
Mrs. Morrill and ibis son, Guy were
with him before he died.
Mr. Hinkley belonged, to the. G. A.
R. Post of Phillips and was always
an active andinterested member.
When Bunker Hill day ha© been ob
served in Rangeley Mr. Hinkley was
always on hand to assist in every
way possible to make the day a
The annual meeting of the Phillips pleasant-cne, for everyone attending
Village Corporation was he1" last and especially to the “ Boys in Blue,”
Thursday night at Lambert hall, to whom he was ever a loyal
Cony M. Hoyt was oliosen moderator brother.
He served 10 months in the army
and J. Blaine Morrison clerk. There
were 21 articles in the warrant and at the close of the Civil war.
Mr. Hinkley was a stage driver for
the most of them were speedily tak
many
years between Phillips and
en care of.
railroad was
One of the most important matters Rangeley before the
to come before the voters was the built and lids patrons ever found him
question of all night
electric light pleasant and obliging at all times
and hie made many friends whom he
service for the town.
On the advice of the Public Utili always kept.
The funeral services for the de
ties Commission some time before,
that the people of the Electric Light ceased were held at the Rangeley F.
Co. get together in some way on the B. clhurcib, Rev. H. A. Childs officiat
The remains were taken to
matter, a satisfactory agreement was ing.
accompanied by
wag reached, so that it was not nec Madrid for burial,
His three sens,
essary to have a decree given by the his tour children.
Commission, and the Electric Light Gard, Ernest and Guy, with, a cousin,
bearers.
Co., will furnish all might service, Riley Hinkley, were the
probably beginning in about cne Four children, 12 grandchildiren and
one brother, Ezekiel of Minnesota
month.
It was voted to have a 20-year con are left to mourn his loss.
The floral off* rings were: Set piece,
tract for hydrant rental at a price
roses, “ Father,” Mrs. Clara Rector,
not to exceed $900 per year.
Appropriations tor the year are: Mr. and Mrs. E. C Hinkley, Mr. and
Officers' bills, $175; current expens Mrs. Guy Hinkley; pillow with “ Fath
es, $175; fire department, $150; hy er,” Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Hinkley;
drant rental, $1,000; electric lights. wreath, Mrs. Lewis Witham and fam
ily; white pinks, Mr. and Mrs. S. B.
$1,000.
L. IT. Warren wished to be set off Hinkley, Mr. and Mrs. Ives; pink pinks,
from the corporation or have the Mrs. Henry Tibbetts, Irving Wilber
town place a hydrant near his resi and family, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Tib
dence.
The corporation voted to betts; pink hyacinths, Amos Ellis,
take the necessary steps to set him Natt Bills, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard El
out of the corporation limits. It was lis; lavender hyacinths, Mrs. L. Hink
voted to leave the matter cf placing ley, Mr. and Mrs. Chias. Hinkley, Mr.
and
a hydrant and installing a street light ! and Mrs. H. B. McCard, Mr.
near the residences of A. S. Pratt i Mrs. F. H. Kempton; red carnations,
and Geo. Thompson, on the road Eben Rowe, Dexter Lamb, G. D. Hunleading to Strong on the east side of toon; pinks, M,r. and Mrs. Jesse
the river, with the assessors.
a Voter; set piece 68 white pinks word
The fallowing officers were chos- “ Dada” , 12 grandchildren.

CORPORATION
OFFICERS CHOSEN

M o u n ta in V ie w H o u s e |
Mountain View, Maine

P R IC E 4 C E N T 8

Phillips to Have All Nigh Electric
Light Service.
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nigged, deeper
and
lies® dear
streams, tLt will not do to say that
one trout is a high school graduate
and the cither a primary school; schol
ar.
Again, simply because it is .more
difficult to catch trout on some wat
ers than it is on others, does not
warrant the giving to one lot of
trout, cn that account, credit for hav
ing a greater intelligence. Plant the
so-called “ wilderness” trout to the
stream® or waters of
civilization,
Every now and then we hear and such, a® are found in New York and
read a. goed deal about ‘‘educated’’ Pennsylvania, amid they immediately
trout and it is; usually from, anglers j j>ecomie iai ai,i
respect® like their
who do most, if not ail, of their fiy- 1brothers and sister® that are indigenfishing cn certain New York and ous
these waters.
Reverse the
Pennsylvania, streams; and naturally |ortlieir 3^4 , tine, results are precisely the
enough the reader is led to believe same. If today a trout stream is
that such wonderful trout are only to changed to character from what it
b e found to these waters. One would was thirty to forty year® ago that is
suppose from what is said that these no valid reason, for calling its pres
trout were a distinct species and con ent trout-tohabitants “ educated.’’ Aft
s e q u e n t l y entirely different from all er all is said, the so-called “ educat
other trout found' elsewhere.
ed” trout j,s cinly a different trout to
The anglers who talk and write name, not fact; it is found in streams
about ‘‘educated” trout also are quite that have bieem fished for years and
prone to say that fly-fishing to Maine which, have changed to many respects
and Canadian waters fis “ wilderness” as the years have rolled by, until at
fishing and rather assume that all the the present time they do not offer
protection which
skill and science of the sport belongs to the trout the
to the former fishermen and none of they did in former years.
It is not
it to other anglers'.
the trout that are “educated”
but
I must confess that I have never rather the anglers, who have learned
seen a so-called “educated’’ trout to by experience how to fish the
any water, yet I have had the good streams of civilization in controdisfortune to fish, many waters quite a tinction to the stream® of the so-call
bit for many year®.
Therefore, I am ed “ wilderness.”
unable to understand just why some
By nature each species of trout has
trout should he so called; or upon its own peculiar characteristics,
what method of reasoning or facts , which in a large measure are fixed
such a term could he properly ap-|and can he changed but little; their
plied to any trout, no matter where habits, however, do change constant
they were found.
ly with theiir environment; still it
The conditions which govern the would hardly be correct, to my mind,
streams where “ educated and “ wilder to call one trout “educated’’ and an
ness” trout, are caught are indeed other not, cn that account.
often very different froan each other,
All trout (Salvelinus fontinalis),
but the trout of one species (to' this and this means indigemons as well as
case the Salve,Linus fontinalis), are planted fish, are easily frightened; fn
always the same by nature to all the fact the emotion, fear is the predom
streams.
inant emotion
peculiar to trout;
It is quite true that trout environ therefore, the angler must consider
ment differs in many respects in the well how not to frighten them before
more southerly waters from that lie casts a fly and this holds good on
found to the more northerly ones, yet old as well as new waters' if he
the nature of the species remains would attain the greatest success and
Trout ex
unchanged wherever it is known. The enjoyment wihile fishing.
“educated” and the “ wilderness’’ or perience the emotion fear in four
“ uneducated,” trent are one and the forms which are timidity, alertness,
same kind of fish; and just because w.ariness and mistrust; these farms
some trent are found to shallow, clear j in their turn produce feelings of fearand placid stream®, without foliage to . fulness, watchfulness.,
cautiousnesis
amount to anything along their Iand snspicicusness. All form® of
banks, and other trout inhabit more j fear in trout are most
forcibly
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“ EDUCATED”

TROUT?

Away With This Expression and
Bend Energies to Posting the
Young and Enthusiastic
Angler.

F o r m e n w h o g o t a w a y to a fa ls e sta rt o n
o r h o m e -m a d e c ig a r e tte s P r in c e A lb e r t h a s
o r t w o f o r w h a t a ils

their

a pipe
a word

s m o k e a p p e tite s !

Forget you ever tried to smoke, for Prince Albert is so
different, such a fine flavor, so cool and cheerful and
friendly, you’ll get a new idea of smoke joy! The patented
process fixes that — and cuts out bite and parch!
And this little preachment is also for men who think
they’re on the right track. All to be said is that the sooner
you lay out a nickel or a dime for a supply of Prince
Albert, the sooner you’ll make a discovery that’ll be
worth a lot to your peace of mind and
tongue 1
Get the idea of smoking all you want
without a comeback—that’s P, A.!

Buy Prince A lb ert all over
the civilized w orld ! Toppyred
bags, S c ; tidy red tins, 1 0 c ;
pound and half-pound tin
humidors—and—that classy
crystal-glass pound humidor
with sponge-m oist sner top
that keeps the tobacco in
such fine shape—'a lw a ys !

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO C O ., Winston-Salem, N. C.

On tie rerrrsa aide of this tii!y re l
tin you will read: “ Process Patented
July 39th, 1907,” which has mads
three men smoka pipes where one
smoked before l

brought into action by shadow® and order of things it was decreed that stance; and his ability to fish and
moving objects above the surface of trout should act from instinct, not handle hi® red properly to meet
these conditions, in the second in
reason.
the water than to any other way. The
Would it not seem, then a® if the stance.
reason for tihi® is that they are be
Just a word or two along these
term “ educated’’ as applied to trout
yond the limits cif the trout’s domain,
found in special waters was
“far lines—four of the principal things to
consequently, some form of fear is es
fetched,” very misleading, jf not be considered by the beginner espec
tablished to the brato of the trout
meaningless, especially to the begin ially which are never overlooked by
through the medium of the sense
the experienced and successful ang
ner at the game of fly-fishing?
sight whenever such unusual occur
ler when fly-fishing for trout are:
.'iiiiiiiin iiiiiin iiiim in iiiiiiim m iiiiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim iiiiiim iiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim m iiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim m iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM H iiiiiiiiim t n iiiiL ! ;
It
is
tbe
conditions,
and
yet
again
j
rences take place.
On tine other
First: Cast as few shadows upon
the
condition®,
found
upon
our
trouthand objects to tbe water, such as
other fish, animals, sucih a® heavers ing waters that every angler, be he the water you are about to fish ss
and muskrats, limb® and' trunks of expert cr tyro, has to contend with possible.
Second: Cast the fly beyond any
trees, boulders, lias socks, etc., have and try to understand (at least to
F.
little' or no effect upon trout aind sel |some extent), in order to fisih them possible shadow you may make yWF
A fine set o f sporting camps in one o f Maine’ s best | dom create a feelitog of fear to them.. Isuccessfully.
self or with the rod.
| hunting and fishing territories is fo r sale. On a large pre- J This i® because these tilings form a ! All streams have theiir own peculiar • Third:
Judge the best places to
part of their habitat and environment ties and no two streams are exactly fiali by the brightness of the day,
| serve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
alike, for Nature in her wisdom nevea |the character c£ the water and
and are within their natural realm.
It follow® then a® a sequence that duplicates her wonders. The angler, stream, likewise the kind and direct
trout inhabiting stream® where the who would be successful, cannot fish I ion of the wind.
water is shallow, clear and plactid all trout waters to the same way;
Fourth: Keep your eyes upon the
with theiir hanks devoid of tree® and and it makes no difference by whatI f,y and do not fish too rapidly and
1 spot cash takes it. For further information write
shrubbery, will be necessarily the name the trout are called for he has above all have patience.
most difficult to catch because they to adapt his manner and method of
If these suggestions are observed
are easily frightened by Shadows fishing to the circumstances and con by the novice he will not fall to im
ditions
as
he
finds
them.
He
would
and moving objects.
As these ad
prove a® a fly-fisherman and has d*
verse stream conditions change and not fish , to-day that old and justly forts will meet with far greater Suc
P H IL L IP S ,
j Z7
jz ?
M A IN E
noted
stream,
the
Beaverkilil,
to
New
become more favorable to the angler
cess, whale hi® interest to tbe scien
they also become less favorable to York State, as his father and grand tific and delightful pastime will be
niiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimwimiiiiiiMiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiMMiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiimiiiiiiiminimmmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiil
father
did
many
years
ago;
nor
|
the treut, so far as arousing their
measurably increased each succeed
emotion of fear i© concerned. Trout would he fish any lake as he would ing day Ike tries to lure the “ speckled
a
stream.
like shade such as is found cn thick
beauty” with his artificial Of-"
Part of the science of angling for CharLe® Z. Southard to Forest and
ly wooded brooks and stream® and
they always will seek for it;
the trout with a fly, irrespective of where Stream.
greater this protection the less Liable they are found, consists to the ang
are they to become frightened be ler’s ability to use not his common
ADVERTISE IN MAINE WOODS.
cause they cannot so readily observe sense but his uncommon sense to
conjunction
with
his
“
fish
sense.’’
either shadows or moving objects;
and especially the careful.
ang
It is time we did aJway with this
T H E C A B I N B O A T PRIMER
ler.
expression “ educated” trout as mean
H IS is a very in
In trout life it is the .unusual', the ing nothing and bend our energies to
teresting and in
out of the ordinary happenings, whit! helping the young and enthusiastic structive book on mak THE
disturb their otherwise peaceful ex angler to become a better fly-fisher ing cabin boats, canoes, CABIN BOAT
row boats, etc. It tells
PRIMER
istence; not because they have be man by impressing upon him that of the various streams
come “educated” and have a mere condition®, so far as the trout are one can trip on with a
highly developed, brain, for in tbe concerned, govern to the first tor cabin boat, how to

A REAL BARGAIN

I

$3,000

[

MAINE WOODS,

PROLONG YOUR VACATION
by having the

M A IN E W O O D S

T

follow you back to the city. Fill out
the blank below, and mail with $1.00
and the deed is done.

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?

SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
Enclosed please find #1.00 for one year’s subscription to
M a in e W

oods

(o u tin g

edition.)

Name
HA

Address......................................................................

State ...........................................................

Young
w om en
g oin g
W
B oston to w o r k or etw*.
a n y la d y g o in g t e B oston
p le a s u re or on a sho p p in g
t r ip w it h o u t m s ls e s c o rt vMU
find th e

F r a n k lin S q u a r e
H ou se
a d o llg h tfu l p lac e to s top. A
H o m e - H o t e l In th e h e a r t , o f
B o s to n e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en.
630 ro o m s , s a fe , c o m 
fo r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f access,
p ric e s re a s o n a b le .
Fo r p a r
tic u la r s a nd p ric e s address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., 11 E. Newton St., Boston, Mass.

equip for such a trip,
what to wear and eat,
cost of a two month’s
trip. It gives descrip
fyfftnond5Sf>*0
tions and
diagrams,
photographs and chapters on construction’
when to float, when and where to land **“
other useful hints. Book is compiled 0‘
facts and observations made by the author.
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Bo»t
Trip Down the Yukon. The Cabin Boat. Ho* Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equip®!®;
Furnishings end Furniture, Odds and En®*1"
Equipment. The Skiff or Tender, The
Launch, What to Wear, Things to Eat,
Boat Expenses. Cabin Boating Waters, Map®*1!
Landing Lists. Floating-, Floating at Night*™'
Fogs. Going Up Stream. Weather, Making t***
and Some Rope Hints. Land ngs, Trouble*, t®*
of the Boat, Ways o f Making Money, On
Notes, Land Hints, Photographing, Came
Hunting. Traps nnd Trapping, Fish and Fiwfw
Amusements. Books, Trapper’s Canoe, A t*131
Boat Coon Hunt.

Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, S1-00.

Maine Woods, Phillips, Mal“*
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bus-y with the dishes when he spoke
again, and what he said nearly caus
ed her to drop the plate she held in
her hand.
“ You will go with me, Mam’s-elie;
the walking will be good and I will
take you to the American Side where
you can go liom-e unmolested.
It is
useless to keep you here longer; it
is nearly spring now and other hunt
ers and fishermen wtiil be coming
here so that the camp will no longer
be a suitable place for you.”
He
paused a moment, then- went on.
“ When you see your Commissioners
tell them, if they honor the women of
their -State to send no- more of tliem
up here as wardens, and tell tliem
they had- best add ‘dead or al'ive’ to their reward for Lamonte,
for hereafter we, Ms friends, shall
shoot on -sight and Tinless the ward
ens kill him or us they will- never
get him.”
Again he paused and
studied the fire.
‘‘You had
best
pack your things tonight, Mam’selle,
for we shall (have to start early in
tie morning.
We shall have to- take
fcod for it will take at least two
days to get where we are going, per
haps longer since I am not anxious tc
meet any of the wardens and -we
may have to go out of our way not
to do so.
I will go with you till
your way is plain.”
Marcia could hardly sleep that
night.
She was going back to civili
zation, back to her home and the
people she knew!
Long before light
she was up and dressed, and busy at
work putting the camp in order. As
she set things in order she felt a
little pan°- o f're g re t at leaving
it
all, it had been her prison an a
sense, but still she had taken pleas
ure in improving it and making it
more comfortable, and now she was
leaving fit forever.
But the regret
was gone a-s quickly as it hod come,
for nothing could fill her mind long
save the thought that she was going
home.

sight of any chance passerby.
He that he might bring the girl in and
slung the light pack over his should send for a doctor.
The woman with
ers and stepping close ta Marcia the hospitality which used to he the
stooped a little -s-aying, ‘‘Put you arm boast cf New England and which is
around my neck, Mam’selle, and I will still to be found in tlie more remote
carry you so tliat the ankle will not sections of the country opened the
even be jarred,”
dcor wide and heartily hade him to
Tire ©irl hesitated for a second and come in at once.
a dark flush spread over the breeds
-She led the way to a great lowface.
ceiled living room and Le Loup laid
"You need not fear, Mam’selle, I Marcia on a -settle by the fire.
As
have had my lesson and I shall not he straightened up the farmer came
(Continued from last w ee k.)
interested and it was often late be
forget.”
in at the door, gave one look at the
The afternoon on which Le Loup fore the candles were put out.
"N o,” the girl said,
‘‘I am not stalwart woodsman and his jaw drop
returned to camp was a tempor
So it happened that they sat op
afraid.
I know I can trust you, Le ped a© he hastily stepped back into
ary lull in the storm, but for a week posite at the table one night, the
Loup, but I do not think you can the porch.
Le Loup gave a grim
or more thereafter the snow fell al candles between them, each reading
carry me, it is such, a long way.”
smile -a© he turned to the woman and
most without pause.
It -piled high and paying little attention to- the
For answer he ©wung her up a- as-ked her to send her husband, to St.
around the tiny cabin until the win wind howling around the little clear
gainst hits breast and started off with Francis for a doctor and- then -bring
dows were only opaque spots of Light ing and soughing through the spruces.
even stride.
Marcia, one arm a- him a bucket of hot water.
and the chimney seemed to rise Le Loup was reading a magazine of a
round his neck and her shoulder rest
The woman held a brief colloquy
from a huge drift.
Le Loup work date some three years' previous', and
ing against his, conld feel the great
with, her husband in the porch and a
ed each day gathering in his traps, suddenly raised his head to say,
muscles playing smoothly over one
few moments later he drove out of
game of which lie had to leave bur “ Mam’selle, here are seme pictures
another and marveled at the strength tlie yard.
led in the snow.
Each day he of the ice carnivals of which I told
of this man who carried her as if she
Under Le Loup’s direction the wo
cleared the snow from around the you.
Here 1© one which must have
had been a child.
door and windows and each morning been taken the very year I
was
Mile after mile they went on. Once man -bathed Marcia’© ankle in hot
found it collected again.
Once he there.”
the breed had asked her if she was water and then he bandaged it firm
dsited a yard and brought a buck
tired and had let her stand for a mo ly in ©teaming bandages and bundled '
Marcia Left her seat and moved to
piecemeal to the camp, his snowslioes his side o f the table to see the pic
ment on her uninjured foot that side her up on the settle to await the ar
sinking deep into fluffy snow at tures.
might stretch her cramped muscles, rival of the doctor.
As she bent over for a
every step.
The woman, whose name was Max
then lie had -picked her up again and
nearer view, she unconsciously Laid
Verily the winter of the North her hand upon the Indian’s shoulder.
followed that uncharted path through im she informed M-arcfia, bustled from
Woods had come.
the dim. woods.
The last bit of day porch to living room and back again
If lie had been touched by a live
When the storm hod ceased, the wire he could not iiave moved more
light had vanished and the stars getting supper and wa© surprised
wind began its work and moulded quickly.
come out before he put her down a- when she turned to call Le Loup to
Like a flash lie seized the
gtrange shapes from the ever-moving hand and kissed it.
gain, this time fin the lee of a ledge, the table to find the man stretched
Like a fLash,
mow, piling it still higher around too, Marcia struck him fair upon the
and went about the preparation© for out before the fire sound asleep.
the camp, till Marcia looked
from cheek, h r eyes blazing as she gasp
Thirty-six hours without sleep coupled
the night.
the windows through slanting
tun ed, “ How dare you!
to thirty miles of travel carrying a
A
fire
built
close
to
the
ledge
How- dare
nels of snow and in going out the y o u !” and sprang back.
soon melted away the snow, warmed -heavy burden had done their wc-rk
door passed through a large tunnel of
the face of the ledge and even warm and the man was exhausted- for the
With the grace and quickness of a
the same alabaster whiteness.
At
ed the ground for a small space. The time.
panther the man was on his feet and
test the wind ceased, only to give
Mrs. Max-im succeeded in arousing
brands were then moved farther from
had seized lier by tlie wrists. There
him and getting (hiim to eat hi© sup
place to another storm of snow.
the
ledge
and
a
layer
of
bough©
they stood fin the candle-light for a
All the traps that it was possible
placed over the warmed ground. On per, while she insisted on carrying
full minute.
Anglo-Saxon and An
to reach having been collected, and
the boughs Marcia was placed with Marcia’s ©upper to her and feeding
glo-Indian the grey eyes looked un
A
a supply of wood having brought to
her back to the Ledge and the new her as she lay on, the settle.
flinchingly into the black. Then the
the camp, Le Loup settled down to
fire before her.
Squatting on his motherly -soul was- Mrs. Maxim, and
Indian Loosed hie hold and said stiiffwait for open weather to come aheels by the fire Le Loup got the Marcia the independent, warn out
'y, *‘I beg your pardon, Mam.’selle.”
gain. Most of the time he
was
supper of venison, coffee, and bread with- the events of the past two days,
Stall the girl stood with her back
busy mending traps or making snowand served it to Marcia from- a bark submitted to her fussing without a
murmur.
shoes and was so silent tluat Marcia against the logs of the wall, while
plate and cup.
She could hardly eat breakfast so
Tlie old-fashioned clock tin
the
could not complain that he bored her. tine color came slowly back to her
It was a bitterly cold night and
At last she lowered her eyes eager was she to start, and she did the girl shivered with cold and pain corner had struck eight before bells
As the snow- fetters grew lieavier face.
was in spite o f the roaring fire. Le Loup were -lieand in the yard. Mrs. Maxim
and heavier she turned to him for and said slowly, “ No, it was my not notice that Le Loup, too,
failing to do justice to the meal. By noticed it and cam© to her side after hurried out with a lantern and re
I beg yours.”
amusement out of sheer desperation, fault.
"A s you will, Mam’selle,” was the the time the sun was crawling over he -liod put on more wood. He strip turned with the welcome new© that
and was surprised to find that be
was no mean companion.
Once liis brief reply and he took up Ms book the spruces they had blankets, food, ped off his mackinaw and would have the doctor had come and would be in
and Marcia’s things- packed and wrapped it around her, but she would a© -soon as lie had- cared for his
reserve was down he could talk and again.
were on their way toward the Line.
Marcia
went
to
her
room.
Twice
have none of it and. insisted that he horse.
talk well, not only of the woods and
When they stopped that night they put it on again.
The doctor proved to be a jolly old
They argued to
its ways, but of Canada and its when slie woke in the night the can
dles were still
burning and she had covered nearly thirty-five miles some length, but be gave in to the man, a true type of the old-fashioned
people and cities.
He made an ex
Daring the long evenings lie told could -see the shadow- of Le Loup’s and readied another cabin, deserted, extent of replacing the fcnaebinaw, country physician.
Here they stay saying as he did so; ‘‘If Mam’selle amination of Marcia's ankle and
Marcia of Old Quebec, of the ice car head and shoulders cast upon the but in good repair.
ed for the night and the next sun will not keep warm by taking the cheerfully announced that it was- only
nivals, the celebrations during royal low rafters.
T o the casual
observer nothing rise found them again upon thedir coat, I shall take her a© I Iiave car a sprain, no bone© broken, or liga
visits, and a score of things to
which the girl eagerly listened. Dur would have seemed amiss the follow way,—-Marcia still eager and alert, ried her through the day and keep ments torn, and that she would be
"as good as new” in a week or ten
her warm so.”
ing other days they played cards ing morning, each, w-as civil to the her companion sullen and dogged.
days.
As be bandaged skilfully he
other
and
they
talked
cf
various
Le
Loup
strode
on
in
advance,
his
And
suiting
the
action
to
the
words
and he taught her hitherto unknown
But Le Loup knew that moccasins making no noise on the lie seated himself and drew the girl told Marcia of various similar sprains
games of French origin. And when tilings.
all else failed, Marcia turned to the Marcia was keeping her distance as crust, his well-made body erect in to him, holding her so that she he had treated, of the hunting acci
magazines and papers. These lasted well as the limitations of the cabin spite of the fifty or more pounds he would get the heat of the fire and dents that had came under his notice,
Behind his body would shield her from, the and gave her the family history of
well, for she had made a compact would permit, and the girl realized carried on his shoulders.
Marcia
At first Marcia rebelled, but half of Aroostook county.
with herself to read only so much that the old defiant hardness which him walked Marcia her springy step cold.
laughed at his stories and before he
had
almost
disappeared
during
the
showing
that
she
felt
no
fatigue
as
she
was
growing
drowsy
with
the
each day that she might make them
had finished ©lie felt that she had
last till the next time Le Loup ! last few day*, tyas back again in the a -result of the tramp of the day be pain and the glow of the fire and
During fore.
soon nestled down and went fast as known him all her life.
sliould go out for supplies.
To be |Indian's face and manner.
Seeing that her guest was comfor
Part of their way lay along the leep, her forehead resting against the
sure there was little of personal in j the night both, had arrived at the
table and enjoying the doctor’s com
terest to her in these papers of an 1same conclusion,—albeit by widely smooth surface o f a stream, then as bronze throat cf the outlaw.
Once or twice in the night she pany, Mrs. Maxim bustled off to b-uiLd
alien country, but it was good to diverging courses,—that fit was best the stream swung away from their
to ignore the events of the previous course they would leave it and moaned and stirred uneasily and the a fire in the fore room and make it
read even of people of whom she bad
ready for Marc-ia’©occupancy, the
never heard.
Le Loup, too, seemed evening since they would be compell tram-p through the forest till they man. shifted her position a little to
ed to endure each other’s presence came to another stream which, they rest them both, but for the most part doctor having decreed that the ankle
iD the camp.
followed only to leave it in
the he sat like a man molded of bronze wa© not to travel up and down stairs
In a wreek’s time things were back same way.
At noon they
halted and gazed steadfastly into the dying for several days- at least.
In a pause in one of the doctor’s
With the first streaks of the
on much the same footing as before, for Lunch, then hurried off once fire.
save that the Indian still kept his more, for -it i© but a moment from new day he laid hlis b-urden gently stories bells were again heard in the
T I » B TABLE
noon till night in the north woods on down upon the bough© without wak yard and were followed by the sound
reserveIn Effect, December 13, 1915.
The
third
week in
February a February day and they had cover ing -her and covered her »oveir with of Mr. Maxim’s horse on the barn
Le Loup looked up from his
For a week it ed barely two-thirds of the way they the rejected mackinaw while he re floor.
FARMINGTON Passengrer Trains leave Farm- brought a big thaw.
niton for Phillips, Rangreley and Bigelow, at ! rained intermittently, then
built the fire and got breakfast from seat on the hearth and his muscles
came a had to go.
UBP. M., and fo r Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Passnap
The neon halting place had not the scanty remains left from, the tightened like those of a cat about
Mnger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.65 A . M. clear day followed by a cold
*sd from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at2.t0 and the next morning the occupants been left a mile
When everything wa-s ready to spring, but Marcia wa© so intent
behind when Le supper.
P.M.
he
woke
the
girl and they ate a on the story that ©lie did not notice
Loup
heard
a
smothered
cry
and
of
the
‘
‘W
olf’s
Den’’,
as
Marcia
had
Mixed train arrives at 9.35 A . M. and leaves at
There were no him.
nicknamed the camp, woke to a turned to see Marcia with a face as hasty breakfast.
U.WA. M.
(To be continued.)
STRONG Passenger trains arrive at Strong world o f glittering crust that would white as the snow sitting upon
the dishes to wash, and little left to pack,
fromPhillips at 6.23 A. M.. and from Phillips and bear an ox-team.
crust clasping one of her ankles- and so they were soon moving again with
Rwneley at 1.34 P. M., and from Bigelow ot 1.15
He hurried less than twenty miles before them
The supplies were low again and rocking to and fro.
P.ML, and from Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and
547P. M. Passenger trains leave S tron g fo r the crust .seemed to offer an excel back to her and dropped Ms pack.
now.
firmington at 6.23 A. M. and 1 37 P. M. For
The long strain was beginning to
"What
is
the
trouble,
Mam.’selle?”
lent
opportunity
for
Le
Loup
to
go
Phillips at 12.37 P. M. For Phillips and Rangeley at 5.47 P. M. For Bigelow at 2.00 P. M. and once more to the settlement, b-ut he
“ My ankle!” gasped the girl.
‘‘I tell cn the breed, however, and his
lor Kingfield at 5.50 P. M.
in stepped in that little hollow and muscles were cramped from the posi
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M. made no preparations to do so,
He kept
It will be all right in a tion hie had kept all night.
*ndfrom Kingfield at 8.25 A . M.. and from Farm fact stayed by the camp as closely twisted fit.
ington St 11.45 A. M. I.eaves fo r Phillips at 1.40 as he had at any time during
on doggedly, but several times he
the
moment.”
P.M. and for Farmington at 8-45 A. M.
But it was not all right in. a mo stopped to rest and Marcia could feel
winter,
smoked
incessantly,
and
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave fo r Farmingthan ment although she bravely tried to that the -spring was gone from, his
ioaat 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at seemed more surly and silent
ABP. M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm usual.
hobble along on it, and after a few step and that he walked more slow
ington at 12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From RangeThe no-o-n halt
rod-s Le Loup turned and -said, not ly after each rest.
hy »t 12.20 P. M. Rangeley 10.15 A . M.
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A .
unkindly; ‘ ‘It is n-o use, Mam.’selle, was for a few minutes only, then it
Chapter IV.
H., Rangeley 1.20 P. M. and arrives from Farm
wr shall never get anywhere at this was up and cn once more.
ington at 2.15 P. M.
At last they cam,© to a clearing.
pace.
We will leave everything ex
The
"Special
Warden”
and
Lamonte
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves fo r Farm
ington at 10.40 A. M. and arrives at 8.00 P- M.
cept the food here and I w-ill carry They had skirted several, but this
Meet.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 3.45 P. M,
was the first they had entered. Soon
you.”
®ndleaves at 7.30 A . M.
a set of farm buildings loomed up in
No,
n
o
!”
cried
M
-airciia,
“
You
can’t
For
days
passed
before
the
breed
SALEM Passenger Train leaves fo r Strong at
the dusk.
It seemed to the Indian
IA.60 P. M. and fo r Bigelow at 2.38 P. M.
do
that.
-Can’t
you
go
for
help
mentioned taking a trip to the settle
that he should never get to the door,
KINGFIELD MixedTrain leaves for Bigelow at ment.
A t the supper table lie an somewhere?”
'45 A.M. Passenger train leaves fo r Bigelow at
"Thirty miles is rather far to go his feet were like lead, his muscles
2-53P.M. Mixed train arrives from B igelow at nounced that he would start the next
A. M., and passenger train arrives from morning.
Marcia said nothing and for help, Mam’selie, and it would not so many fibers of dull pain, -but he
Rigelow at 4.50 P. M. Passenger train leaves
No-, stumbled on and at last reached it
he added; "Is there
anything you do for you to stay here alone.
Farmington at 12.30.
and knocked.
you
must
do
as
I
say.”
wish, Mam’selle?”,
RIGELOW Mixed train arrives from Kingfield
The door was opened by a largeQuickly he made up a new pack
"No, nothing I think.”
915 A. M., and departs fo r Kingfield and
boned
Yankee woman to whom he ex
Farmington at 10.00 A. M. Passenger train arcontaining
the
food
and
hung
the
The breed was -silent for some
from Farmington at 3.43 P. M. and departs
plained briefly that there had been
rest
of
the
luggage
well
up
among
time
during
which
he
finished
his
tor Kingfield at 4.00 P. M.
supper and moved to his favorite the branches cf a fir where it would an accident while he and his com
^ «*F. N. BEAL, Gen’l Manager,
seat before the fire.
Marcia was be safe from wild animals and out of panion were fin the woods and asked
Phillips, Maine.

A Tale of the Canadian Border
Written for Maine Woods, By Bruce Stewart

SANDY RIVER l RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

^ The

producer and
the consumer hold daily
heart to heart talks
through these columns.
•I There is no fictitious
value as an obstacle to
a business transaction
through the want ads.
CJ Y o u cannot afford to
miss the chances thrown
at your feet on this page,
M r. Careful Buyer.
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E P IS C O P A L C H U R C H

Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
Morning worship, 10.45. Sermon by
El bridge Gerry of Farmington. Sumday school, 12.
Junior League,
3.
Epwortli
League
devotional
service,
7.
Subject,
"Out-grow
ing Home Religion.” Leader, Irene
Fuller.
Gospel service of song
and praise led by Rev. E. Gerry,
7.30.
Thursday, A prill 6.— Midweek pray
er meeting, 7.30.

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORES

It’s a long lane that has no- boost
Special meeting of the Socdiail Ser
Try the T & K at Bean’s,
/
-'
er.
vice Club at the Parish House Wed
The monthly business meeting of nesday afternoon, April 5 at
Remember that C. F. Chandler .
two
L. B. BRACKETT,
Son have one of the largest etafe
Business Manager the Federated church will be held o ’clock to finisQi some work for the
Monday evening, April 3rd at the
of wall paper to select from ever b
Easter sale to be held April 11.
Parish House.
town.
All styles, aO,l price®.
OUTING EDITION
Don’t forget tlh© dance at the
Mrs. David Quimiby of Rangeley
pages ............................................... $1.00 per year
Grange hall Saturday night.
Last
has been in town for a week past
LOCAL EDITION
Now is the appointed time to do
Saturday night a most enjoyable
and Mrs. evening was passed a®, there was a
12 and 1(5 p a g e s ................................. $1.60 per year visiting her parents, Mr.
your painting and vai-niskiing, fji
Canadian, Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub George Wilber and calling on friends.
kinds and colors' for both, interior
large attendance, many coming from
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription
Early in April Mr. and Mrs. Quirnby the preliminary speaking.
and exterior painting for sale by the
Good
FEDERATED CHURCH.
6 cents extra.
will go to The Converse camp at
Phiilliip'S Hardware Co. Tie alii painted
music was furnished by Mrsi. Charles
Kennebago where Mr. Quimiby is
up before the two weeks in May 0f
Harris, Leon Wing, Dan Steward and
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
Mel/vin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
Mrs. Henry Scamman.
1999. at the postofflce at Phillips. Maine, under caretaker the year around and
the New England Clean Up and
Quimiby is the housekeeper.
They
the A ct of March 3, 1879.
Calendar for week ending April Paint Up Campaigns.
C, L. Pierce, who has been living
have been employed there for sev
in the McKenzie block wall move Inis 8 .
Tna Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire eral years past.
Sunday, April) 2: 10.45.—Morning
E. II. Whitney now has ice cream
family next week to the Scamtniaai
state or Maine as to Hunting. Trapping, Camp
Hon. F. E. Tiimberlake was in town
Sermon, “ The Measure of to serve to his customers.
building at the upper village.
Mis® worship.
us and Outing news, and the Franklin county
Thursday of last week to attend the
12.10—Sunday
ocaliy.
Gertrude Grant, whip ha® been board Christ’s Lcve. II.”
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish Corporation meeting.
ing there for a few week®, past will school. 7.30.—People’s service. Mus
Fresh stock of snappy spring over
•nd game photographs from its readers.
ic by Chorail Club.
Address, “ Our coats at D. F. Hoyt’s.
Louiise Davenport returned Tues continue to board with. Mrs. Pierce.
When ordering the address o f your paper
hanged, please giVe the old as weil as new day night from Lewiston Where she
Miss Emma Gleason cif Mexico is Spiritual Inheritance.
Monday evening, April 3.— Federat
lias been In the employ of Mrs. Sum visiting- relatives and
ddress.
friends' in
The Sedgeley store lias been a
ed
church, business meeting.
ner Austin.
town.
busy place this week showing am'
Thursday,
April
6
:
7.30.—Prayer
Carroll Knapp hais sold bis house
T H U R S D A Y , M A R C H 30, 1916.
Some change in bine weather the
selling spring goods.
meeting.
on Sawyer street to Chester Alien past week.
Friday of last week
and Mr. Allen has sold his house cn the morning train missed connections
NORTH CHESTERVILLE
Have you started your early to
M R S. S O P H IA H E A T H
Pleasant street to Charles Hutchins. at Farmington cn account of the
matoes, lettuce, cabbages, celery, etc!
Hutchins & Son are also to erect a snow drifts, and that with two en
The death of Mrs. Sophia Heath, You will find nice seeds at Toothal
Mardh 27. mill on the site just back of the gines, and this week the snow has
er's.
Allen
residence
and
a
few
reds
to
The annual meeting of the Ladies’
gone at such a rapid rate
that widow of Eaton Heath, occurred at
the
left
of
the
Bell
Mfg.
Co.’s
mill,
on
the
home
of
her
daughter
,1
Mrs.
S.
Union Sewing Circle was lieild. at
wheels appeared on the street Wed
The requirements a perfect photo
A. Blodgett, in Phillips, on March
the Grange ball on Friday afternoon land they purchased of the Phillips nesday.
graphic
film miust meet are many.
Hard
ware
Co.
13.
and evening, with a picnic.
supper
C. F. Chandler was ill at his home
Given a goed camera and a deficient
The condition of Mr. Francis FarnMrs.
Heath
was
bora
in
Parkman,
and entertainment.
The following
Wednesday with a bad cold.
Maine, May 16, 1831, the daughter of film, your results are worthless—bat
were elected for the ensuing year: hami' necessitated his removal to the
H. H. Field i® in Boston on a bus
Daniel and Nancy Reed Heath, be with a perfect film and only a medi
President, Mrs. Abide Morrison; Vice hospital at Augusta, and hie was ac iness trip this week.
ing the youngest of a family of ocre camera you can be certain of
President, Mrs. Maud Keene; Secre companied there cn Tuesday by Dr.
The regular meeting of the Ladies’ nine children and tbe last to pa®® a- obtaining a record, of alii that your
tary, Mrs. Verna Lamkin; Ass’t. Sec E. B. Currier, Mrs. Famham and the
Mr®. Farnham Social Union will be held next Tues way.
When young, she went to camera is capable cf giving yoo.
retary, Miss Maud Lovejoy; Treasur nurse, Mrs. Allaire.
day afternoon, April 4th,, at
the
will
,
r
emain
for
a
few
days.
Mr.
Fam
Augusta
where she met Silas Baker Cronkhdte has the cameras and ait
er, Miss Cora SewaLl; Chaplain, Mrs.
Parish House.
of Wold whom she married and supplies.
Julia Rollins; Ass’t. Chaplain, Mrs. ham has been in a serious condition
Word has been received by J. E. No went to Weld to live.
Mir. Baker
Lena Holley; Organist, Miss Cora for many weeks past and not much
Sewall; Chorister, Miss Lizzie Hodg encouragement is given, that there i ble that his father, Mr. J. B. Noble of lived but a few years, leaving her
New stock of rubber boots for die
The many j L ob Angeles, Cal., is seriously ill with with four small children, only one of little fellows at C. M. Hoyt’s.
kins; Chairman for entertainments, will be impirovement.
Mrs. Oliver.
In the evening the en friends cf Mr. and Mrs. Famham stomach trouble. His sister, Mrs. whom survive her, Mrs. S. A. Blodg
tertainment consisted of scngs, read deeply sympathize with them in the j Millicent Schofield has also recently ett, with, whom she made her home
Jim Ros® has added a restaurant
undergone a very critical opera on for during the winters.
ings, piano sollos, and a farce called, trouble that has come to them.
to hi® establishment on Depot street
Mr. L. G. Voter and son, Will went appendicitis, but has been removed
In 1861 she married Eaton Heath and is prepared to furnish meats at
Mis® Oliver’s Dollars.’ ’
Tihe play
was well given and created inucih to Brewer Friday of last week to from the hospital to the home of her and came to Phillips to live where short notice.
merriment.
Ice cream, (homemade visit their daughter and sister, Mrs. father where she is cared for by a she lias resided ever since, and for
Mr. Voter will re trained nurse. Their many friends in 39 years Mr. and Mrs. Heath, Hived a
candies, apron® and a bran pie were Amos Sauisbury.
Mrs. Bertha Perkins, the milliner
re Phillips will hope to hear encouraging happy life together until bite death,
on sale.
The circle members clear main for some weeks but Will
has arrived in town and has ail the
news
of
their
improvement
in
health.
ed above all expenses $14.47.
The turned Wednesday.
March 16, 1900. Four children were
Mrs. Cliff Taylor and caughter Na born cf this marriage, Emma, wife of latest creation® in millinery.
Miss Berilla McKenzie is visiting
yearly report showed that the circle
had on hand $435.00.
In the near her brother and sister, Herbert and thalie of Stratton are visiting her Orrison Harnden, who died February
A new lot of 50 and 25 cent stat
daughter, Mrs. Carrol Noyes and fam 22, 1892, Lunette, wife of William
future they are hoping for a hall of Janet McKenzie,in Portland.
Dr. E. B. Currier accompanied ily.
their own.
|C. Mitchelll. who died April 8 , 1914. ionery at Parker’s.
Miss Maud Lovejoy is visiting her j Weston Lufkin to the Slaters’ hospi
and two sons who survive her, Wailtsister, Mrs. Laura Abbey of Solon tal in Lewiston last week where 'tie
|cr, who Live® on the home farm CARING FOR SEED POTATOES
wag operated on for
appendicitis.
for a few days.
LESSENS STRAIN ON EYES Iwhere the mother resided during the
Miss Jessie Pink ham, who is at Last reports stated that be was get
i summer seasons, and Arthur S., who I A ll Bruised or Cut Tubers Should B»
tending U. of M. is at home for her ting along nicely.
Rejected— Temperature of Room
Device T hat Can Be Attached to i resides in Phillip,s.
Is Most Important.
The 19L3 Club was entertained by
vacation.
W indshield Makes for C om fort
During heT illness Mrs. Heath was I
of Auto Driver.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jahuson and Mrs. C. E. Parker last week. This
very tenderly cared for at the iionie |
Tho potatoes intended for seed In
young son are visiting relatives in week Mrs. O. H. Horsey will be the
( " her daughter, Mrs. Blodgett w here:
A light diffuser designed to be car every tiling was done for her coinfort the spring should be carefully sorted,
hostess.
Boston for a month.
and all bruised or cut tubers rejected.
Mrs. H. B. Austin will entertain | ried on the windshield of an automo and happiness that
Oscar Robbins cf Wilton was a
loving hand®
In storing them the main thing t»
bile
Is
the
latest
means
for
counter
Sunday guest of his aunt, Mrs. the Christma'g Present Club in two j
acting the glare from the headlight ecu,Id do, no sacrifice being too great to keep the room temperature high
Waiter Vaughan.
weeks.
enough to prevent freezing and yet
of an approaching car, as well as for for this devoted daughter to make.
When Dr. Currier wras in Augusta preventing the eye strain caused by
Mrs. Heatih was a woman cf brave low enough to prevent sprouting.
till® week he called to see Mr. Jere the glare of the sunlight on the road h^art, bearing up remark ably when
The best seed potatoes are those
DISTRICT NO. 2
miah Kennedy, wlio was taken to the way. The device consists of a square death took away her loved ones, eYer that have not had their stored-up en
hospital a short time ago. He found of special amber glass mounted In a striving to be strong and courageous ergy wasted by premature sprouting.
At planting time the tubers should
March 28.
him better than, wlhen he left home frame made up of brass rods and so for the sake of those who were left.
bo hard, with the sprouts just showing.
Miss Mildred Hun toon of Rangel ey and quite raticna!.
Mir. Kennedy Lm arranged that the glass can be placed She was a kind, indulgent
mother,
wras a guest at George Haley’s last formed him that he was well looked
always solicitous for the welfare of
— Changing Calf’s Milk.
week.
alter.
her children.
She was a gcod neigh
A
safe
way to change a calf fro®
Miss Abbtie M. Caiden has been
W. H. Caswell lias been at his
bor and her passing aiway ha® left a whole to skim m ilk is to reduce the
stopping with her aunt, Mrs. B. F. home in Bridgton to visit ihd® father,
1; rge vacancy in the hearts and Lives whole m ilk one pound a day, substitut
Beal tbe past eight weeks.
who has, been dll for several weeks
T>f the surviving children and grand ing an equal amount of skim milk.
Mrs. Elvira Wing is working in with heart trouble.
children, and neighbors and friends
the family of Gideon Smith.
George Thomas of Farmington is
Manure for Celery.
; mourn their loss.
Miss Roberta Wing returned home re-topping the chimneys on Beal
Manure for mulching celery should
The funeral service was held at the
Monday, after a week’s visit with Block, and is assisted by Ed Fair
home cf her daughter, Mrs. Blodgett, bo drawn during the winter nrf
her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Mor banks.
Th.e selectmen lave rented in any position to suit the line of Rev. Bessie F. Crowell, pastor c f the thrown in piles at the ends of the field.
rill Wing.
one of the rooms formerly occupied vision of the driver. The device is Methodist church officiating and the
T im e to Manure Alfalfa.
easily attached to the windshield or
George Haley, who has been suf by H. W. True, for their office.
interment was in Evergreen
ceme
Tho best time to manure alfalfa 1*
fering with a severe cold for several
Postmaster Harry S. Bates is at-1 removed from it when not needed.— tery.
tt> top dress it in the fall.
weeks, jis slowly convalescing.
tending the Democratic Convention iai Popular Mechanics Magazine.
The floral! offerings
were
very
Miss Myrtice MeKenney, who is Bangor this week.
Blood Tells.
beautiful and consisted of a pillow,
New W ay to Serve Steak.
stopping with her grandmother, Mrs.
The hostesses for the laist two
Blood always tells. Plan to bresd
"M other” , Mr. and Mrs. S. A. BJodgPerhaps
you
have
grown
tired
of
C. F. Cornish in Auburn and attend meetings o f the Park Street Club
ett; pink roses, Mr. and Mirs. Wait up, not down.
ing school, j® spending the two were Mrsi. Lee J. Ross and Mrs. the usual way steak is served. If so,
try this.
Buy a good thick one, er Heath; pink roses, grandchiildren,
weeks’ vacation with her parents, John Shepard.
Cme new member, either sirloin or porterhouse. Season
Apples Are Healthful.
Florence, Ivous and Lin wood Heath;
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McKenney.
Stick to the great American appl*
Mrs. Harry Bell has been received slightly with pepper and salt, and
white carnation®, W. C. Mitche’d; a s at least a harmless component part
W e are glad to know that Mrs. into the club.
Cue guest, Mrs,. A. broil until it is moderately brown.
carnation®,
grandchildren, of tho national dietary. It is
Minnie Ros®, who has been in poor J Toothaker wag present. Refresh Have prepared enough chopped pars white
health for seme month®, is gaining ments were served. Mrs. Sarah Graif- ley and white onion to cover it. Dot Georgn-e and C'arence Miitc'heiM; cairna packed with the austere New Eng
slowly and able to take short rides fam will be tbe hostess frr the meet it thickly with dabs of butter and tion®, Charles Noyes; carnations, Mr. land virtues. Its flavor suggests Pt*
bake in a quick oven for five minutes. and Mrs. Clarence Fairbanks’, Mrs. dence and self-control, and Its ju
these nice mornings.
ing next week.
Nellie Luce; hyacinth®, A. B. Tocth- symbolize intellectual pleasures.
Morrill Wiaig lias a cow that gave
Gentlemen’s Day will he observed The onion, parsley and butter sink
aker, Silas Blodgett, J. j. Hamden,
into
the
meat,
the
parsley
absorbing
birth to twin calves last week, this at. North Framklin Grange next Sat
the strong flavor of the onion. Once Fred
Fairbanks, Weston
Parker.
making the third pair Mr. Wing has urday.
a steak is served in this manner, the Truman Fairbanks, George Roberts.
raised in the past few years. Where
usual fashion of serving it will seem
is another fanner that can boast of
tasteless.
Creole Corn.
such good lucik.
It is with great pleasure that
Butter
a
baking
dish and cover the
Mrs. Lin wood Haiey returned home
Baked Beef Roll.
bottom with a layer of fine bread I invite my former patrons an
This is your anniversary. Had you
from the hospital in Lewiston March forgotten/ She never forgets. Jew
Take one pint of finely chopped cold crumbs. I lien add a layer of canned
20, much, improved in health. While els, Gold or Silver, make everlasting roast beef and add one-half cupful of corn, seasoning with butter, pepper others to call and inspect
there she received from, her many remembrances for anniversaries and fine broad crumbs and two beaten eggs, and salt, and dotting over with bits of beautiful spring line of
friends some beautiful pinks, boxes birthdays. If you have given her one tablespoonful of melted butter, canned pimento. Cover with crumbs, hats, flowers, fancies, readyeverything she r< quires in personal
of fruit and candy, besides
many jewelry and novelties, here’s a sug one-half teaspoonful of onion juice, one then repeat till corn is all used. The wear untrimmed hats and nan^
post cards and letters, receiving 90 gestion; Start a collection of silver, scant teaspoonful of mixed parsley, a top layer should be of crumbs. Dot
ery novelties. Shall be
post card's, in one day for which she flat or hollow ware by giving one piece grating of nutmeg and a dash of white the top with butter, and fill the dish
pepper. Mix thoroughly, shape in a with milk. Bake 45 minutes.
fo r business after March
or
a
set
at
a
time,
on
birthdays
and
is very grateful, and wishes, to thank
anniversaries. You will find quality, roll, wrap in buttered paper and bake
al’ who so kindly remembered hier.
1916.
variety and value at
half an hour, basting frequently with
Mashed Potatoes.
melted butter and hot water. Serve
B. M. PERKINS,
Mashed potatoes will be fluffy if oneS U B S C R IB E N O W FOR M A IN E
hot with brown or tomato sauce or hr.it toaspoonful cf baking powder is
Phillips, Maine,
Phillips,
Maine
slice cold as desired
W O O DS.
$1.50 A Y E A R .
added to the milk put into them.

Phillips, Maine

SPRING 0PENINC

ANNIVERSARY GIFTS

$

CRONKHITE’S, The Jeweler

M A IN E

W OO DS,

P H IL LIP S ,

M AIN E,

MARCH

30,

1916.

jury. Damage to strawberry planta
A. G. Howard’s.
tions and to various kinds of garden
The teacher and pupils o.f Russell’s crops have been reported from numer
rM cent • word in advance. No headline or
Mill a sch ool gave a ve ry pleasing en ous localities.
[K l(jhlllWT Subjects in a. b. c„ order
Irish potatoes and
tertainment at the sohctoliliause Sat sweet potatoes have been especially
urday evening, Mtarcii 18.
subject to attack.
yOR SALE—Desirable bouse lots In
From their homes in woods and
pyti.ps
Address Maine Woods.
thickets pine mice invade fields, orchards, nurseries, dooryards, and gar
dens, passing always through under
PQK SALE—Pressed bay and straw,
ground runways. Living in conceal
gniall pig’s and slioats.
B. F. Beal,
ment, neither their presence nor the
philips, Me.
Serious Damage in Orchards, injury they inflict is suspected until

CLASSIFIED

INJURY

gmok^rs, my “ government seal” cigare better than most 5
cent
Agars.
Send $1.50 for trial box of
(9 cigars and be convinced.
J. H.
Hannon, 195 South Mulberry street,
Dept. A., Mansfield, Ohio.

DONE

BY MICE

Gardens and Other Places.

, tb

S taw b erry P lantations and Various
Kinds of Garden Crops Have Been
A ttacked by Rodents— Blame
Placed on Moles.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE)—Young,
gound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
lid light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross,
Phillips, Me.

(B y P . E . B R O O K S .)

The different species of “ field mice”
or “ meadow mice” that are found in
all parts of the country, are almost
entirely responsible for that damage
done to plants of various kinds, the
BABBITS WANTED—Will pay
fif blame for which Is partly bestowed
teen cents each.
Must be in good upon moles and shrews. Of late years
condition and non-poison ous,
and mice seem to have been multiplying
dressed leaving skins on.
Can use abnormally in some sections. Serious
forty per week until April 1st. Tel. damage has been done in orchards,
gardens, potato fields and other places.
64-15. M. F. Stevens, Dover, Me.
The mice have girdled many young
■—
fruit trees in some of the finest young
FOR SAUE—The W. C. Beal farm.
orchards.
Mulched trees, or trees
B. F. Beal, Phillips, Mie.
growing in orchards where cover
crops are used, are most liable to inWANTED—Giirl for general house ----------------------------------L______________
work.
Mrs. Joel Wilbur, Phillips,
lie.
SALE—Farm and land in, Phil>s, field, pasture and orchard. Five
toutes walk from station.
Write
r particulars. D. R. Ross, Pliiflilips,
)R

WANTED—Dressmaking at my home.
Mrs. N. E. Wells, Phillips.
Both
phones.

shape of sickly plants, whose life sub
stance has been gnawed away. Nur
sery and orchard trees here and there
put forth no leaves, and an examina
tion of tli© roots discloses the nature
of the damage.
Potatoes, sweet potatoes, carrots,
beets, and other vegetables are eaten
by pine mice, both while growing and
when stored in pits or lying in piles
in the field or garden. Potatoes part
ly matured or left long in the ground
after maturity are eaten, and the in
jury is attributed to moles, because
tunnels supposed to be the work of
moles lead to the place of damage.
The writer has investigated numerous
cases of such injury and has invari
ably found either that the tunnels
were made by pine mice, or, if molq
tunnels, that they were frequented by
mice. Traps set in the tunnels at the
potato hills captured pine mice, and
the starchy material found in the
stomachs of those caught proved that
they, and not moles, had been eating
the potatoes.

COMMON DISEASE WITH PIGS

The Pine Mouse.

Thumps Is Usually Associated W ith
Errors in Diet— Not Readily
Amenable to Treatm ent.

the latter is past remedy.
Bulbs, (By I. E . N E W S O M , C olora d o A g ric u ltu r 
al C ollege, F o r t C ollins, C olo.)
planted hopefully in autumn, appear
Thumps, while a very common dis
not at all in the spring, or only^ in the
ease in little pigs, has never been
thoroughly worked out. It is usually
associated, however, with errors in
diet, either on the part of the sow
or the pigs themselves. It is found
that it frequently follows if the sow
be heavily fed previous to farrowing.
Also it is produced in the young pigs
if the diet be such as to set up indi
gestion. The disease itself is merely
a contraction of <he diaphragm and in
that respect resembles hiccoughs in
man. It seems, however, to be a more
serious disease in pigs and not so
readily amenable to treatment.

given a pound of grain for every 3.5
to 4 pounds of milk produced.
Best Spring Potato.
The best variety of Irish potato for
spring planting is one that is early
and that produces the maximum num
ber to the hill of medium-sized, smooth
tubers.
Unsafe W ay to Drive.

It is
animal
cannot
tion if

Complete Farm Home.

A farm home is not complete with
out a good orchard, a vegetable gar
den, and ornamental grounds.
Fertile Garden Soil.

Vegetable matter is very important
in fertile garden soil. Barnyard ma
nure is a good source of supply.
Fallowing Is Waste of Tim e.
The land that is properly cultivated
does not need rest, and therefore
“ fallowing” is a waste of time.

----------------------------To Secure Eggs.

In order to obtain eggs it is neces
sary to have healthy, vigorous stock,
properly fed.

RIGHT FEED FOR DAIRY COWS
LAST MADRID
f March 28.
Miss Feme and Lester Gould spent
the week-eaid with friends cm Tory
Hill.
Miss Bertha Moody is at work for
Mrs, Geo. Barnjmn.
Miss Zelma Gould .returned
to
Lewiston March 18th as a registered
nurse. She is at work on a case
near Bangor at present.
A few friends and neighbors gath
ered at the pleasant home of Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. Barajum on the eve cf
March 20th., it being a surprise
party in honor of Mrs. Barnjum’s
birthday.
The evening was spent in
music, games and social chat.
Re
freshments of candies, tee cream and
a birthday cake were served, the
cake being made by Mrs.
.Edgar
Welts. The guests departed at a
late hour wishing their hostess many
more happy birthdays.
Henry Beal cf Phcilldipe was in the
place one day last week selling the
Aladdin mantle lamps.

N ’T a c c e p t claims o r opinions.
E very m an s e llin g a n# autom obile
DOwill
tell you his c a r c a n
run
be

a t low cost.

H e’ll tell you this because he knows
and you know th a t gasoline, oil and tires
are costing^m ore and more all the tim e.
H e know s an d you should know th a t the
operating cost of any autom obile during
five years’ tim e is w orth your careful con
sideration.
W e don’t give you any guesswork. W e
tell you w hat we know. W e sta te the
facts an d figures— proved and verified
figures. H ere they are:

Dairy cows in milk should have all
the hay and silage they desire. In
addition to this, a cow that gives milk
containing more than 4 per cent of
butterfat should be given one pound
of grain for every 3 to 3.5 pounds of
milk produced.
A cow giving milk containing less
than 4 per cent butterfat should be

FOR

GUNS AND
F IS H -R O D S

William F. Nye is the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is the best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
tion.
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
find it by far the best. Hardware and
sporting goods dealers sell it in large
bpttles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

WM. F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass.

M A IN E WOODS j

M axwell W o rld ’s Non-Stop Record Facts
M ile s w ithout a m otor sto p ...................
A verage miles per d ay (44 d a y s ). . . .
M ile s per gallon o f gasoline. . ...............
M iles per gallon o f o il...............................
A verage miles per tire ...............................

RUSSELL’ S MILLS
March 27.
Mrs. Carrie Staples has gone to
Strong for a few weeks’ visit with
friends.
Prof. John Russell has
returned
home after a week’s absence ih Bos
ton.
Orison Mocdy recently lost a
valued family horse.
Mildred R. Corel! has been a guest
recently at John Leadibetter’s.
Charles Stolt, who has been quite
ill, is now able to be up.
Warren Voter has returned home
from Bigelow.
Mrs. Evans L. Merchant spent Fri
day and Saturday o f last week at Dr!

Animals Should Have All the Hay
and Silage They Desire— Grain
Also Is Necessary.

The P roof

never a safe plan to drive an
with so loose a rein that you
instantly command the situa
necessary.

____ 22,023
____ 5 0 0.6
____ 21.8 8
____

9,871

Conducts a first class job printing department
U

which specializes on Camp and Hotel work

M ost M axwell owners get even better
results th an these b u t we are ju st giving
the actual figLires set when the Maxwell
stock touring car broke the W orld’s M otor
N on-Stop Record.

1

W hen you get your M axwell you can
be sure it will give you economical service
— probably far m ore economical th an Jihese
figures indicate. B u t to be sure th a t you
can get your Maxwell, ORDER NOW .
If you prefer, m ake a small deposit and
pav the balance as you use the car.

W h y not let us Help
you witH your
advertising?

Touring Car, $655
R oa d ster, $ 6 3 5
P r i c e s F. O . B. D e t r o i t

M APS O F M A IN E
RESORTS A N D

Maine Woods has frequent inquiriee
for maps of the fishing regions of the
state, etc. We can furnish the follow
ing maps:
Franklin County
$ .60
Somerset County
.60
Oxford County
. 60
Piscataquis County
.60
Aroostook County
.60
Washington County
.60
Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
1.00
Geological map of Maine
.8?
K, R. map of Maine
.36
Androscoggin County
.36
Cumberland County
-35
Hancock County
.60
Kennebec County
.36
Knox County
^
.36
Lincoln and SagadahocCounties
.36
Penobscot County
-6o
Waldo County
.36
York County
.35

J. W B R A C K E T T
Phillips,

-

W e design and print Books, Leaflet* Folders,

ROADS
etc., and would be pleased to furnish samples,
dummies and prices on request.

F. S. HALEY,
Telephone 42-23,

Upper Village, Phillips, Me. 1
DISTRIBUTORS FOR

J. W. BRACKETT CO.,
PHILLIPS,

C O .,
Maine.
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rooftree, and a friendship which

P H IL L IP S ,

Colonel John J. Dooley Will Hav®
Charge of the Military De
partment of the Savage
Arms Co.
Colo©;©! John J. Dooley, who has
been employed by the Savage Anns
Co., and located at Dowell, Mass., has
been transferred to New York City
where he will have dhiarge cif the
Military Department of the Savage
Arms1Co., and will Dave charge also
of the Military Department of the
Dew is Automatic Mhcliine Gun.
He
will assume his new diuties April 1st.
H E N R Y E. C A PEN
W ell-K now n Hotel Man and Sportsman Failed to Survive Surgical
Operation.

Henry E. Capon, for a long time
proprietor of the Bay View House in
Camden, and one of the beist-known
hotel men in Maine, died in this city
yesterday morning following a second
operation for hernia.
Funeral ser
vices were held in the Congregation
al church, Camden, at 10.30 Saturday,
Rev, D. D. Evans officiating.
The
burial was in the Camden family lot
at Gardiner.
The deceased was bcrn in Green
ville in 1853, and began his hotel
experience as landlord of the Isl,e&boro House at Isles boro. His next
venture in that lime was at KatahcLim
Iron Works, during the boom of the
iron industry there.
With the col
lapse of the latter industry he came
to Camden and bought the Bay View
House, which, under his management,
became a justly popular hostelry.
Eighteen years ago Mir. Capen left
Camden to become proprietor of the
old Augusta House, which ihe ran
for a decade, gaining a wide acquain
tance with men prominent tn public
affairs.
He was a sportsman of the
finest type, and felt himself “ right at
home’’ when he established Capen’e
Hotel and Sporting
Camps
at
Capen's, Moosehead Dake.
Hunters
and fishermen came to this popular
resort from all over New England,
none ever received a heartier greet
ing than the friend® lie knew down
liere in Knox county.
He was plan
ning for hi® ninth season there, when
the condition of his health forced the
necessity of the surgical treatment,
Which he did not outlive.
Mr. Capen’© last public appearance
was at the annual banquet of the
Camden Board of Trade.
Seated in
the dining room, where he had so
long catered to the public, himself,
the former proprietor of the
Bay
View House reveled in the renewal
of old acquaintances, and among the
delicacies served at that meal were
trout which he had brought from
Moose,lie ad Dake.
Mr. Capen’s per
sonality was the sort that is funda
mental in the success of a hotel man.
His spontaneous good nature
coum
muuicated Itself to those who par
took of the hospitality beneath his

ENTITLED TO
DISTINCTION
Rabbit Hunting in a Northwest
Wind.
When it c-omies to the strenuous
life in rabbit hunting it is the con
census- of opinion among the friends
of Herman Martin and Dr. W. H.
Harris that these two gentlemen are
entitled to the distinction of having
started out after rabbits under con
dition© which were such that no oth
er hunters eared to venture out. Fri
day morning the two started with a
two-horse team for West Sidney
where Mir. Martin knows a -place in
which rabbits abound in great num
bers, and although a northwest wind
was blowing in a way that was pil
ing up snowdrifts everywhere Mr.
Martin thought that they could reach
the hunting ground© in safety. When
they got up on the hills however they
encountered a Wind that was a living
gale and laden .with snow,-and every
gust of Which, said “Turn back,’’ but
that did not daunt them, and they
doubtless would have kept on had
not one of their horses, when near
the farm, of W. R. Ayer© on the Oak
land road, got out of the road, or
where the road should have -been,
and gone floundering in- the soft
snow.
Several attempts were made
to get thie animal, upon its feet but
without sueces®, and finally it was
found necessary to unharness him
in order to get him, up.
This was
done and after the team had been
turned around and the horse harness
ed the hunters turned their steps
homeward,.
Mr. Martin admits that
it was the roughest ride he ever took
and that at the time that the horse
got cast the snow was flying in a
way that prevented one from seeing
but a few rods din any direction.—
Kennebec Journal,
B R U N W IC K
R IF L E
CLUB
IS
BlEATEN BY M U N JO Y C LU B .

The M-unjoy Club of Portland de
feated the Brunswick Rifle Club in
two consecutive contests last week.
Portland took the first contest with
153 gross and 112 net, against Bruns
wick’s 140 gross and 107 net. In the
second match,, Portland was 151 gross
and 111 net, While Brunswick was 148
gross and 109 net.
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T h e following books are endorsed
by leading publishers, hunters, trap
pers and sportsmen in North America.
T h e information they contain is re
liable, having been gathered from ac
tual expiences and successful experi
ments of men who are leaders in the
different branches covered by these
works.
T h ese books shuuld be in the
hands of every man who goes into
the woods, either for pleasure or
profit.

FOX TRAPPING
B O O K of
instructions
tells how to trap,M|fs n a r e , poison^ 2 '
and shoot.
A ?w||
valuable b o o k i
r .... • -v .
for trappers. If Jall the methods' j .
as given in this
had been stud
ied out by one
man and he had
... T-"
‘ ,-T
begun trapping
when Columbus
discovered!
America, more
than four hun
dred years ago
he would not be
half completed. This book is edited by A .
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; F ox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

A

Price, postpaid, cloth boned, 60 cents.

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING

the
fur-b e a r i n g
animals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
tion, w i t h
practical
methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7
inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The W easel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The W olf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or W ild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.

D

e s c r i
bes

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

DEADFALLS AND SNARES
B O O K of
structions f o r
trappers about these
a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A . R.
Harding. This book
contains 232 pages,1
sizes 5 x 7 inches,
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed
on good heavy pa-™
per. The most com -H
plete book on how’ ®
to m a k e “ home
made” traps ever
published. Building!
deadfalls and
con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;'
W hen to Build; W here to Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; N um 
ber of Traps; W hen to Trap; Season’s Ciftch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.

A

T T takes extra fine flour to m ake

all th ree e q u a lly w e ll, b u t
William Tell does it, because it is
milled by a special process from
Ohio R ed W in te r W h e a t If you
aspire to blue ribbon bread, cake
and pastry that keep the fam ily
looking forward toyour next treat,
tell the grocer that nothing will
do but William
the flour that
goes farther.

Tell—

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.
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CANADIAN WILDS

HUNTING DOGS
e s c r ib e s in a
practical manjner,
the
training,
[handling, treatment,
[breeds,
etc.,
best
fadapted for n i g h t
[hunting, as well as
Igun dogs for daylight
sport. This book is
'not intended for the
[field trial dog men,
but is for the real
dog men who delight
fin chases that are
genuine.
Contains
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:
Part 1—Hunting Dogs, N ight Hunting, The
Night Hunting D og -H is Ancestry. Training
the Hunting Dog, Training the Coon Dog. Train
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink, W olf and
Coyote Hunting. Training for Squirrels and
and Rabbits. Training the Deer Hound. Training
—Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed
ing and Care o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care
and Breeding. Breeding, Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints, Ail
ments o f the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still Trail
ers vs Tonguers, Music, The Dog on the Trap
Line, Sledge Dogs o f the North. Part 4—The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The
Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters, Spaniels, Terriers—Airedales, Scotch
Collies, House and W atch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.

D

F

ELLS
about the
Hudson Bay Com 
pany; Northern Indians
and their M odes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r
th e
Wilderness, Things to
Avoid, etc., etc. The
author (Martin Hunter)
was with the Hudson
Bay Company for about
40 years— from 1863 to
1903 and the informa
tion is given from al
most a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 page,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:
The Hudson’ s Bay Company: The “ FreeTrader
Outfitting Indians, Trackers of the North, Provia.
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Poets, Akov
Indians, Wholesome Foods, Officer’s Allowance
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Reave;
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indir
Mode of Hunting Foxes, Indian Mode of Huntnj
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success, Thinjj
to Avoid, Anticosti and its Furs. Chiseling at;
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil, A TameSed!
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Cay
of Nerve, Amphibious Combats, Art of Pullir;
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brey
Eyed Duck, Good Wages Trapping, A Pard News,
sary, A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen, Long Lai.
Indians. Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.

T

Price, postpaid, clotb bound 60

FUR FARMING

A

B O O K of
information
about fur-bearing
animals, enclos > f r U R k f e :
ures, their habits,
^FARMING:
care, etc., and is
th e
recognized
f L J - -i-.
authority on f u r
raising — now in
fourth edition—
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U . S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s .
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less.
Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, W h at Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

csnti

STEEL TRAPS

Price, postpaid, clotb bound 60 cents.

r ^ T ) E S C R I B E S the
j-^
various makes
and tells how to ust
them. Also chapters
'on care of pelts, etc
„ (This book contains
- 3.38 pages, 5 x 7 k
; and 130 illustrations,
'printed on goodqual
ity heavy paper. Just
^the book that trappers
Bhave long needed.
Gives the history oi
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; W ell Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump Traps,
Tree Traps; Stop Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; G ood Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall T'apping; Land
Trapping; W ater Trapping; When to Tup:
Some Deep W ater Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Inform
tion.

Price, poatpald, clotb bound 60 ceatt.

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS

I

S A valuable
book for home
steaders, hunters,
prospectors, guides
etc.
The writer,
Mr. A. F. Wallace,
an e x p e r i e n c e d
land surveyor, land
cruiser and pros
pector, in his intro
duction says: “ To
the men who fol
"s.-., .. ; ^ 1 low the compass,
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed.
It is not intended for t h e ‘ Professor’ who
can tell you all about things after they are
done (by someone else).” Contains about
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20
chapters as follows:
Maps; The Compass; Examining and L o
cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis
cellaneous Information; Points for H om e
steaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling
Ore; H ow to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.

Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cents.

MINR TRAPPING
B O O K of in
struction, giv
ing many methods
of trapping. A val
uable book for trap
pers as it tells in a
plain way what you
want to know, that
is if you want to
catch mink.
This
book is edited by
A , R. Harding, con
tains about 50 illus
trations and nearly
200 pages, and is
d i v i d e d into 20
chapters as follows:
General Informa
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care
of Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods;
Northern Methods; Unusual W ays; Illinois
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set;
L og and Other Sets; Points for the Young
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel
Traps.

A

Price, postpaid, clotb bonnd, 60 cents.

H I S is one of the /Pr* ■
m o s t practical
books on woodcraft
ever written contain
ing valuable informa
tion for all lovers o f ,
the great outdoors. |
The author of this!
book has spent years!
in the woods, sot
knows what is want
ed by the woodsmen,
mountain men, pros-1
pectors, trappers and
______
the hardy outdoor people in general. It
contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
and Profits of Camping, Selecting a Camp
Outfit, Clothing for the W ood s, Pack Straps,
Pack Sacks and Pack Baskets, Cooking
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Hunting Knives and A xes, Tents and Shel
ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
ing boats, Snowshoes and Their LTse, Snowshoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
Buckskins, Preserving Game, Fish and
Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.

T

Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cent*.

SCIENCE OF FISHING
l»i

r | ^ IlE most practiJ- cal book on fish
ing ever published.
SCIENCE o r
FTSHINC. j ■ T h e author says;
“ For those who have
caught them, as wel
as for those who
never have.” This
book describes the
fish, tells their habits
and H O W , WHEN
and W H E R E to
catch thefn; also telle
the K I N D of tackle
used for each fish.
2 55 pages, more than 100
Book contains 255
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art”; Rods
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Elks
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Gaffs, Tackle
Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; Fly-Casting; SurfCasting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; Use of
Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
and Pike-Terch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Suckers; Fishing for Tarpbn and Tuna;
Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making, Repay
ing and Caring for Tackle; General Informa
tion; Commercial Fishing; Distribution of
Fish-— Good Places.

39

Price, postpaid, clotb bound, 60 cent*

MAINE W 0 0 D S ,

^PFPI Af OFFFR
c.

FOR HUNTERS, TRAPPERS,
FISHERMEN AND SPORTSMEN

books

lie

WILL ASSUME
once established wa® never permitted
to languish.
DUTIES APRIL 1 H© was a 32d degree Mason, and
member of St. John’s Cotamandery
in Bangor.
He was also a member
of the Augusta lodge of Elks-.
Mr. Capen is survived by his wife,
whose maiden name was Edith Piper;
one son, Aaron Capen oif Capen®;
two daughters, Ruth A., who is a stu
dent at Biradfcrd Academy, and Phyl
lis Elizabeth, who has been making
her home in Haverhill, Mas®.; also bjone brother, Charles D. Capen of
Greenville Junction.— Courier Gazette
of Marcli 24.

M A IN E ,

Phillips*
Maine

A ny one of the above 60c books and one year’s
subscription to M AINE W O O D S , outing edition

d*1 0^
yi**"

M A IN E

WOODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E , M A R C H 30, 1916.

arget Tips Hun€m§ Jielps
Alfred E L a tie

7

recommend the .25 caliber in prefer W. F „ Crete, Netor.
tomntic gun® have to (have thie trigger
1. Which of the following rifle® pulled for each individual shot. Who
ence to the other one.
will shoot harder, thie 25-20 or tine is right, 0 or J?
.22 WRF?
C. B. iS., Rochester, N. Y.
An-s. J i® most certainly right.
1. Would like to work up some
An®. The 25-20 Iras a muzzle en Autoloading o-r self-loading shotguns
load® fyr 30-40, tooth target and hunt ergy of 363 ft. lbs. in the black pow are not first cousins- to garden loose
ing, using a light bullet and slightly der and low pressure smokeless, load®-. by any mean®.
increased charge, to get greater ve The high velocity load gives 560 ft.
locity and flatter trajectory, without lb®, energy.
The .22 WRF ha® a E. G. Y., Wiilkinstourg.
any sacrifice of accuracy obtained in muzzle energy cf 123 ft. lb®.
1. Would like some information in
regular load.
Using 220 gr. round 2. What caliber rifle would you ad regard to the new Springfield army
nose bullets, 36 grs., No. 20 is recom vise for deer shooting, also for fox, rifle.
Is it belt or lever action?
mended.
Now, how would the fol geese and other small game, in a
Ans. Bolt action.
lowing loads compare for accuracy, ve country that is well settled?
2. What does the rifle weigh?
locity, energy, etc., with load® using
Ans. It i® not good sportsman
An®.
8 % pounds,
220 gr. bullet. 180 gr. bullet, Spit- ship to .shoot game such a® dear
3. In your opinion tt® this- not an
zer pt., full jacket, using 38 gr. No, with a rifle not sufficiently power
idieal big game rifle?
20 powder?
170 gr. soft point, Spit- ful to make clean kills.
For such
An®. It is not by any mean® an
zer copper jacket (one of Newton’s work I would recommend a rifle hav
ideal big game rifle.
The stock is
bullets) using 39 grains No. 20?
ing a muzzle energy of at least 1000
too short and clubby and the sights
Ans. Working up load® for a ft. Ibs.
are not adapted to game shooting.
TARGET W O R K W IT H R E V O L V E R |man was a short, thin fellow about rifle should only be done after tak
3. Would it injure a gun barrel to Also, the rifle is- rather heavy.
ing
out
a
life
and
accident
insurance
A N D P IS T O L .
P a rt I I I .
j as small as they accept for police
shoot No. 2 chilled shot?
4. Is it possible for me to get one
policy.
If you want to avoid collect An®. Certainly not.
duty.
He
was
nervous
and
excitable
Pulling the T rig g e r.
and from whom? What do they cost?
ing cn your policies I would suggest
_____ ^
__
and when Sue started to shoot the reAn®. You cfln -secure one only
that you wrrdte to the maker® of the
IvolVer vibrated around at a great
E. D., Romulus, N. Y.
through the United States Govern
The object in pulling the trigger is |rate.
The blg maa, b€ld so steadily powder and follow their rules rigidly.
1. What make of.rifle and caliber
2 . What bullet was used and pow would you advise me to use in ment by becoming a life member of
of course to release the hammer . that motion was hardly noticeable.
the National Rifle Association at a
down, striking the prim- After the first few strings ' during der charge When the ‘‘Krag” was shooting duck and geese?
co-st of $25 for the said membership
or, Which ignites and sets the powder which, neither of them hit the target, winning matches a few years, ago?
An®. Any of the rifles are satis
or by joining a rifle club affiliated
oa fire.
Ihe powder burns so fast the little fellow proceeded to put it
Ans.
The Kraig was winning factory from the .22 long rifle up to
with
the National Rifle Association.
:iat it ;s * l- * d an explosion.
in au OVer the biig one simply because matches a few years ago before the 25-35 or .25 Rem.
The cost of a Springfield 1® $17.37
•Jib way it is transformed from a h • succeeded in mastering ability to Springfield came into use.
Under
2. Wall a Colt Automatic shoot ac
complete.
solid to a large quantity of gas. Since pull the trigger by pressure rathier average condition®, especially at the curately and how far?
5. What type of magazine do they
the shell is small compared with, the than by yanking it and all this in longer range®, it is useless to try to
An®. It depends upon which model
tremendous volume c,f gas, the pres spiite c£ the fact that he could not use the Krag in competition with you refer to*.
Naturally the .25 Colt have?
sure immediately runs up very high hold the gun nearly as steadily as the the Springfield.
Ans. Box.
Automatic would not be expected to
and tbe bullet is forced out of the other man.
shoot as accurately or as far as the
cartridge, and. with increasing speed
E. J. B., Rochester, New York.
Part IV rext week will take up J. H. B., Rochester, New York.
.38 Military Model, for instance.
along the barrel.
As soon as it the matter o f Adjusting Sights and
3. Will a Colts Army revolver, 5
1. I would lake to ask some ques
I notice in your reply to A. W. c£
leaves the muzzle tihe pressure is re Care of the Arm.
Eruington, jM., you .recommend a inch barrel shoot accurately and how tion® regarding the U. -S. Govern
moved and the gases rush suddenly
Would you advise me to buy ment discarded Krag
carbine, viz.,
chemical a® a remedy for metal far?
out into the surrounding air, causing K. D. W., Bairnum, Wis.
weight of bullet, muzzle velocity, en
fouling; algo you advise a thorough an automatic or Army revolver?
the noise or report.
All o f this
Ans. It will give accurate results ergy, p-enetrationi and accurate range.
1. I have a .43 caliber holt action cleaning to remove the cleaner from
takes place in a very short time, army rifle. Wculd It spoil the shoot the gun.
Allow me to suggest the for regular target work up to 75 At present time I have a .303 Sav
but it is not, as some people believe, ing qualities to have the barrel cut use o f mercurial ointment for this yds., and will do surprisingly good age, an-d wish to have same compar
as quick as lightning by any means.
down to .22 inches?
purpose.
In my opinion nothing work at much longer distance®. The er1 with the above rifle as to shooting
The average man in starting in to
Used the
Ans.
Probably not if properly equal® it.
If a leaded barrel i® well corresponding automatic is capable of qualities for big game.
shoot a short arm lines up the done.
and Krag carbine in the Philippine cam
greased with this agent, and allowed uradically the same accuracy
lights very carefully at the bottom
2. Where could I send it to have to stand, the lead will he absolutely range, and a Choice between them is paign.
edge of the bull's-eye, that is, he it done?
An®, Weight of bullet 220 grain®,
and tliioroughily loosened and will be simply a matter of preference.
tries to, and the result is the bull’sAns. Most any good
gunsmith easily removed-, leaving the metal of
muzzle velocity 2005 fcot seconds-,
eye remains calmly in a fixed posit could do such a job.
energy 1972 ft. lbs., penetration with
the barrel as bright and clean
as J. G. Y., Big Fork, On-t.
ionand the sights go wobbling a1. Which of 40-72 or 40-65 will full metal cased bullets fifty-eight
3. Is the .43 cartridge good for when -new.
Mercurial ointment is
roucd, and occasionally they seem deer cir hear up to 500 yards?
mercury ground up in la,rd. The mer work better In ’86 Model 40-70 re % inch pine boards. Accurate range
to be lined up properly for an in
Can get either of these hut up to 1000 yards,
it has about 200
A m . Hardly such a long range. I cury has no affinity
whatever for peater?
stant or so. During one of these should say about 200 yards.
ft. lbs. more energy than the .303
iron or steel but acts decide ly on not the right cartridge.
momentary' periods the shooter at
Ans. You cannot use either. If you Savage.
lead.
tempts to pull the trigger and he is C. P. A., Bangor, Maine.
will
write to the manufacturers- I
2 . Also wish to be informed, how
,
Ans. Your suggestion i® excellent
very much surprised to find that the
1. W ill you please inform me where the trouble dis leading, hut am sure you will he able to secure I may go about to purchase one
bullet did not even touch the target. whether Harry Pope is making rifles mercurial ointment will not remove the proper cartridge for your rifle.
from the Ordnance Department, also
Possibly he succeeds in locating it at the present time? W ill you also to any appreciable extent metal foul
2. A .22 Savage repeater is rust address and whether the ammunition
in the back stop a couple of feet a- kindly give me his address?
ing as deposited by high power rifle eaten and very badly leaded. Where can b© bought in ordinary gun
way. He swears up and down that
can I have it rebored for a .22 long stores.
Ans. I understand that he is. His bullets.
rifle cartridge?
tie eights were exactly right when address is 18 Morris Street, Jersey
Ans. The ammunition can he pur
Ans. It cannot be done. The only chased from any well stacked- sport
he pulled the- trigger, and generally City, N. J.
G. E. P., Orcutt, Cal.
remedy is a new barrel. The reason ing goed® store, but the rifle can
blames the revolver or the ammunit
2. Do you know of any place in
Will you please let me know if
ion.
this- country where a fellow can buy there is a Spit zer bullet made for a is obvious—the .22 Short and .22 long only be obtained from the United
What really happened is this: The Ia b . S. A. rifle?
.303 Savage and if not, what the rea rifle are the same diameter, and if States Government.
the barrel is pitted it is impossible
sghts were undoubtedly lined up
Ans. I suppose you refer to the son is.
One o f about 150 grain®
some where nearly right when lie .22 caliber B. S. A. rifle which, is would make an ideal target shell I to bore it out and still have it the
same diameter.
STAHl’LD to pull it, but toy the used for prone shooting.
I do not think.
time the bullet actually left the muz- know where one could toe secured at
An®. The .303 Savage cartridge is
J. A. P., Cleveland, Ohio.
*Ie a sudden Jerk on the trigger had present,
not loaded by any of the ammunition
1. What would be a good combin
thrown the gun away out of line. It t . K., Bloomfield., Cal.
companies with a pointed bullet for
F IN E
seemed to the Shooter as though he
j have a .22 cal.
rep-eating rifle the usual reason in -such cases— ation cf sights for use in target R IF L E C LU B M A K E S A
S H O W IN G .
;.a4 pulled the trigger and that the and it will not eject
empty shell®, there is not sufficient demand to shooting and hunting from 50 to 200
yard® on a 25-35 cal., 1899 Model1.
ballet had left the muzzle slknu’tane-; Thie shells go in and out easily en- warrant it.
The Waterville Rifle Club in the
Ans. I would suggest an ivory or
ously with the proper lining of the |0 ugh. when full but
when exploded
gold bead front sight and a tang third leg of the State Shoot made a
^ tsthey stick so tight that I can lmrdJy P. E. K., Mona-ca, Pa.
fine record on Thursday night of last
peep sight.
I do not care how wobbly a man : push them out with, a cleaning rod.
1. Whiat is the velocity of the 9
2. What is the address of the week, thre-e of th-e 10 men taking
is, if he can only develop ability t o : i sent it to the store where I bought m-m Luga,r pistol?
United States Revolver Association, part making a pos'siilble of 50 and the
pull the trigger smoothly and evenly it but they could not do anything
An®. 1038 ft. per second.
lowest man getting 42 while the
and what are their yearly dues?
by gradually increasing the pressure with it.
Will you kindly advise me
2. What is the price of it?
Ans. The secretary of the U. S. most of tine scores were for 46 to 49.
S'! that the revolver will not move what I can do with it?
An®. I do not know the price of
The members of the clu-b are doing
until kicked out of line by the reccil,
Ans. There is only one thing to 1this modiei, and under the present Revolver Association 'is J. B. Crab
a great deal of practicing and are
tree,
Yalesville,
Conn.
Yearly
dues,
be will make pretty fair scores, and do, and that is to get a new barrel. Jconditions regarding imported good®
doing better at each shoot and should
tie sooner the shooter becomes con The trouble with this gun, as n e a r'you may have difficulty in obtaining $ 1.
be
able to h-cld-thieir own with the
3.
Can
I
be
a
member
of
the
Na
duced that the most important tilling a® I can figure cut, is the barrel it.
tional Rifle Association without join best in the State when they have
of ail is to toe able to pull the trig tha® become rusty and pitted. Possib
3. Is this as good a target pistol
ing a local club affiliated with the had a little more experience.
ger properly, the faster he will pro ly you have used a large number of as the .30 Huger?
N. R. A?
gress.
.22 short cartridges, and are now try
Ans. They are equally good.
An®. Yes-. Write to Maj. F. H. W IL D BEASTS KILL DEER IN
I remember an incident which il ing to u®e .22 long rifle cartridges.
4. Can sling straps be placed on a
DEEP SNOW.
Phillip®,
1108 Woodward Building,
lustrates this clearly, and which oc The fact that the cartridges extract .22 Remington?
Washington, D. C.
curred during the time I was coach properly if unslhot seems to indicate
An®. Ye®, the .factory will do it
Eugene, Ore.,
March 12.—The
ing the New York Police Force. Two that, there is something wrong with for you.
snowfall has resulted in a
great
F. A., Spofford, N. H.
Dew men came down, to t 1e range one j the chamber.
The trouble is caused
slaughter of deer by predatory ani
1
.
What
Is
the
range
of
the
.25
day to learn how to ®hoot—one of by the expansion of the shell at the
mal®, in the opinion of C. J. Hill® of
Steven® cartridge?
them was a. big stocky man /with a time of the firing into the irregularlOakridge.
He tells of finding sev
An®.
Jt
give®
accurate
results
up
nervous temperament akin to that cf ties caused by gas cutting or ruist.
eral carcasses, one indicating that
to about 200 yards.
the ox.
Nothing seemed to “ get his j
2 . I® this cartridge powerful en the deer had been killed by a wild
Soa,t" a® the saying goes. The other it L. C., Vancouver Barrack®, Wash,.
cat.
At thii® -point the snow was 20
ough for small gam® including fox?
c- ___________ _____________________ 1. w hat is the extreme range of
feet dee-p and the deer had been
An®. Y-e®.
| n
.
_ | |
n
the 25-35 Winchester carbine? How
3. Which of these three powders there apparently several days in a
l Ifar ,i® it accurate?
It had eaten
are least harmful to a rifle, Black, space 10 feet square.
i
_.
id
Ans. The extreme range is Just
a
hunch
of
maple
-bushes
for food. As
Lesmok
or
smokeless
?
Some of th e Usual Reasons
|UKler 10 000 f6et. i ts accurate range
Ans. Lesmok or siemiismokeleas it could not get out of the snow
500
700
give most accuracy and less wear on prison, it became easy prey.
tics in your back is all one and the
2. W ill a long barrel « 0 » shoot
the barrel.
same thing.
Cold is congestion, i further than a short barrel?
4. Is the .25 Steven®- short accur
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
often resulting from lowered vitality. ; AnS- Theoretically it will,
hut
ate up to fifty yard®?
They are made for
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
Drafts, getting chilled and being ex- ]
t M
th,ere to no difference.
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Dosed to the weather will not give you i *
„
,
Ans. Yes.
Offers room with hot and
Known the world ov^r for excel
a cold if your organs are active and [ 3. Will a Model 189o cn amhered
cold water for $ 1.00 per day
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
healthy. But when your stomach is fC,r the 1906 service ammunition
and up, which includes free
J.
M.,
San
Francisco,
Gal.
clogged with food, your liver slug- slll00t the arsenal loaded
cartridges
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
use o f public shower baths.
Will you please answer the follow Monmouth.
Psh, the bowels obstructed or the j
•
Main©
Nothing to Equal This in New England
circulation poor, then you take cold and be safe.
ing question in y-our column in re
easily because the system is conAns. Ye®.
gard to the automatic Shotgun, rifle
Rooms with private baths
gested. To be free from colds, keep j 4. What would you advise me to
and revolver?
O claim® there is an P A L M E R E N G IN E S A N D
for
$1.50
per
day
and
up;
the stomach, liver, bowels^and blood uwe oniei d-eer and black bear and
suites of two rooms and bath
automatic Shotgun, made to shoot
in good order with “L. F.” Atwood s
n
ame a 25-35 carbine or a
for $4.00 per day and up.
LAUNCH ES.
Medicine, an old family remedy that j sm auerg.a
a
two or more shell® toy the one re
wards off colds when taken promptly, ; 30 06 95 Model.
A B S O L U T E L Y FIREPROOF lease of the trigger, toy holding trig
Special 2 1-2 H. P.Ffengire for canoes
and protects against such attacks | Ans. T«hle 25-35 dis very popiiila.r
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
ger back.
If there is any such- gun and light boats, $48.00. Largest stock
when used faithfully and regularly.
i for ga,nie Up to and including deer.
■,,
Send for Booklet
Maine. Catalogue free. PALMER
made
please
tell me where I may in
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest store,
d
t e x p e c ,t
to IPttn into
BROS.,
39 Portland Pier. Portland, Me.
STORER
F.
CRAFTS1
Gen.
Manager
or write to-day for free sample.
II Yu u
*
purchase one.
J claim® that all au1. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me. game any larger than deier, I would

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters

What Causes Colds
The’t h S S “J

&

«•

*

f rds- ,n

, .

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.
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STUDENTS HOME
FOR VACATION
Mrs. Kempton Entertains in Honor
of Sister.
(Special Correspondence.)

W OODS,

G R A N D T IM E A T R A N G E L E Y
(Continued fr^rn page one.)

marched to tihie bail where a nice
supper was awaiting them.
Every
one was looked out for by the wait
ers in their white suits.
The next in order was the 2nd
degree, worked by Mt. Saddleback
Lodge ct Phillips.
The Grand Mast
er, John E. Bunker, also secretary of
state, spoke very highly
of
the
work and of the snappy manner in
which it was carried out.
At 11.30 another one of those fine
‘‘feeds” was served.
This time a
Chicken supper and ail the ‘ ‘fixin’s,”
also fruit.
The Entwiiistle Lodge of
Rangeley “can’t be beat’’ for serving
suppers. Everyone bad all they could
eat, “ and then some.”
Following this supper interesting
remarks were made by the Grand
Master and other members.
Last, bnt by no means least, came
the entertainment.
Two “farces”
were prepared by the Rangeley lodge
and they certainly were ‘ ‘comedies’ ’
from the word •go. Mr.
Quimby
made a very fine “Hady” and made
some of the men sit up and take no
tice.
A very enjoyable time cam©
to a close about 2 o’clock, but not
without first giving three cheers for
the Rangeley lodge.
Much credit is
due them for the work and time they
gave in getting up the entertainment,
and also for the nice suppers and
the manner tun which they were serv
ed.
Next year the district meeting will
be held in Phillips.

Rangeley, March 29.—E. B. Rob
bins bas leased a ’at on the east side
of O. R. Rowe’s store aind wiilil erect
a building to (be used for a barber
shop and pool roam.
Mrs. George Kempton
entertained
last Saturday in honor of her sister,
Mrs, Beck Lamfb.
Refreshment© of
ice cream, cake and candy were
served and a very pleasant time was
passed with games and sociability.
George Russell underwent a sur
gical operation in Boston Monday.
Mrs, Russell went Saturday. Word
.has been received by telegram tlnat
the operation was successful.
Mrs. Guy Hinkiley and daughter,
Lois returned to their home in Heb
ron Wednesday.
Miss Prudence Richardson goes to
Portland Thursday to attend the All
Maine Hebron alumni.
Among the young people at home
for the Easter vacation are, Emma
Russell from Phillips and her friend,
Miss Kathleen Noble; Mason Russell
from U. of M.; Mildred Robbins,
Marjorie Oakes, Charlie Gibbs, Bates
College; Vance Oakes and friend,
Mr. Stanley of Winthrop and Della
Haley of Hebron.
Mr. Russell re
turned to his studies Wednesday.
Owing to an unavoidable circum
Deaths From Preventable Diseases.
stance, which we much regret, we are
Statistics tell us that 650,000 llvea
unable to publish other matter from
are destroyed annually in the United
Rangeley.
States by diseases of the preventable
class. The annual economic loss from
Chicken and Mushrooms.
this source is estimated at $1,500,000,A delicate dish for a dainty lunch 000, or six times the amount of our
or a meal for an invalid is a combina fire loss
tion of chicken and mushrooms pre
pared in a casserole. The mushrooms
Fleet and Second Wives.
are fried in butter very lightly, then
The tecond wife is usually happier
a tablespoonful of flour mixed with a than the first because by that time
scant cupful of milk is poured in and ft man has got all his bachelo - the
cooked until creamy. The mushrooms ories about “how to rult a woman”
and cold chicken are packed into the and “how to make over a wife” out of
casserole in alternate layers and the his system.—Exchange.
creamy sauce poured over. The dish
is set in the oven until the contents
B IR T H S .
are heated through evenly.
Weld, March 7, to Mr. and Mrs. Cola
Storer, a son, 4 1-2 pounds.
"O f Tw o

Evils."

"Dls is painful ter me, mum,” said
the ragged visitor. “What do you
mean?” asked the charitable Irusewife. “Askin’ yer fur a bite to eat.”
“Then why do you do it?” “Because
goin’ widout would be a whole lot
more paiicful.”—Birmingham Age-Her
ald.

M A R R IA G E S

Phillips, March 25, by Justice of the
Peace Cony M. Hoyt, Mr. Ward L.
Keef and Miss Bertha M. Moody, both
of Phillips.
Strong, March 11, by Rev. John Dunstan. Horace A. LaBree and Annie N.
Kratt, both of Strong.
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last Sunday’s, “ Where are the Be
PROGRAM FOR
liever’s Sins.’ '
The Whyknott Tatting cdiub met with
PRELIMINARIES Mrs-.
Selina Vase Saturday afternoon.

Base Ball Team Is OrganizedMothers’ Meeting to Be
Held.
(Special Correspondence.)

There were eleven ladies' present, Re
freshments of cheese-straw©, two
kinds of ccokies and cocoa were serv
ed.

FEWER AUTO MISHAPS

Kingfield, March 27, 1916.
At a meeting of the New England IN V E S T IG A T IO N SH O W S A M O ST
Conference held in Boston recently
G R A T IF Y IN G D E C R EA SE.
Rev. Arthur Woodcock was appointed
president of the Young Peoples’ Alli
ance of the Evangelical association. Drivers Evidently Are Becoming More
Mr. Woodcock will receive a new ap
Expert, and Pedestrians More
pointment soon and it is expected to be
Careful.
in the vicinity of Boston.
Saturday there were 17 inches of
After a careful study of statistics on
new ice in the Carrabassett. The ice the subject which it gathered exten-

INTERIOR OF A PRIVATE CAMP IN THE RANGELEfY REGION

Advertis

Courtesy of M. C. Ri R.

men are jubilant.
George Batchelder of Phillips is stop
ping with his daughter, Mrs. H. S.
Wing for several weeks.
Sunday, April 2, will be Rev. G. H.
Taylor’s last Sabbath in Kingfield as
pastor of the Evangelical church. He
will go to Massachusetts and decide on
a pastorate later. Mrs. Taylor and
family will visit her people in Conn.
H. S. Wing has had a large number
of teams hauling for him for the past
two weeks and has nearly cleaned up
all lumber, the last haul amounting to
about 1,000 cords.
Elkanah Durrell has been in poor
health.
April 4 a musical and literary enter
tainment will be given at the Universalist church. One of the chief at
tractions will be a “ Story Hour” by
Miss Lena Towsley. Each person will
be presented with a cake of chocolate.
The following will enter the Prelimi-

sTvelyT the United States census "bu
reau announced that the automobile
is less deadly now, proportionately,
than it was formerly, when fewer of
them were in use.
The impression is created that the
people on foot not only have become
more accomplished dodgers, but that
the drivers of motors, though they are
daily increasing in number to an amaz
ing degree, are actually operating their
cars with more care and with more re
gard for public safety than a few years
ago.
The census bureau discovered that
automobiles during the five years, from
1909 to 1914, increased more than twice
as fast as the number of fatalities
caused by them. Iu 1909, it is shown,
the number of automobiles in use in
the United States was approximately
FLAX IS A PROFITABLE CROP
200.000. By the close of 1914 it was
1.750.000.
M ay Be Sown as Late as June and
No attempt is made to approximate
M ature Under Favorable Condi
the number of automobiles in use at
tions— Beans Also Do Well.
the present time, but, judging from the

ing

NOW!

Flax is a profitable crop to sow on
a new sandy breaking. It may be put
in as late as June and mature under
favorable conditions.
The sowing of barley or o a ts on
breaking is not advised by so m e au
thorities, except in a new country,
where feed or forage is needed, and
in this case sudan grass is preferable.
Beans also do well on a new break
ing, usually making a better y ie ld on
this soil than when planted in old
lands. Sod corn is a good crop for
fodder on new breaking and the sow
ing of one pound of rutabagas to an
acre is profitable.

Where To Go In Maine
BILLY SOCLE’S NEW CAMPS
LAKE MILLMAGASSETT
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
o f partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
Maine.

YORK C A M P S ,
RANGELEY, MAINE

J LEWIS YORK, Prop.
PIERCE PONl)
Furnishes fishing for large salmon and
trout. Fly fishing as soon as ice goes
out. Send for circular and references.
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
Caratunk, Me.
OTTER POND CAMPS
A re open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
in g and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. MeKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk, Me.

F I S H I N G
AT

John (Sarville’s Camps
at Spring Lake
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shoreB of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest of spring water and the table is first-i-lass,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
Bummer resort. Telephone communications with
*lllage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
reasonable. Address fo r full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

Blakeslee

Lake Camps

JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Best of Bear, Deer and Bird shoot
ing.
Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Best fishing regionIpecial June and September rates. Booklet.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.

RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bomis, The Birches, The Barker. W rite
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
Round M ountain Lake Damps. W rite forfree
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E L L. Proprietor.
Round Mountain. Maine

LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
MIDDLEDAM, MAINE
In one o f the best localities for fishing and
hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with
or without bath. For particulars write for free
circular to

CAPT. E. F. COBURN, •
Lakewood Gamps,

Middledam, Me.

V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hshing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO..
Upper Dam, Maine.
DEAD R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine's ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F.
Look, Prop’r, Eustis, Maine.

PACKARD S GAMPS
Rangeley Lakes
Rangeley,
Maine
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
ridge and duck hunting.
RANGELE1 TAVERN 8 LAKE VIEW BOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
Thoroughly m odem . On direct autom obile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
luly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugelgy, Maine.

Come to the Maine Woods
Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic
surroundings and comfortable cabins to
anyone looking for good fishing and
rest. Write for booklet and references to
HEMON B L A C K W E L L.
Dallas, Maine

THE POOL AT UPPER DAM
Courtesy of M. C. R. R.
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nary Speaking contest Thursday even
ing: Leland Page, Bernice Whitten,
Emily Wood, Stella Kennedy, Doris
Brown, Cecil Thompson, Nyra'Dolbier,
Ethel Boyce. Peerless orchestra will
furnish music.
Mrs. Charles Cross took “her little
son Stanley to the hospital at Lewiston
for treatment of ulcer of his eye. Mrs.
Ivan Baker is keeping house for her
during her absence.
Miss Flora Norton is home from]Colby college for the vacation.
Mrs. William Corson and son George
visited her cousin Mrs. W. B. Small of
Farmington last week.
Edgar Woodard of Portland has been
in town recently.
Harry Bachelder who has been haul
ing for H. S. Wing, has returned to his
home in Phillips.
Mrs. F. B. Hutchins ‘ burned her
hands quite badly Saturday. While
taking a pot of beans from] the oven it
broke and let the contents over her
hands.
The U. of M. boys have been home
for vacation.
The Sphinx Club met with 'Methyl
Morris March 18. The four memoers,
Christine Mitchell, Methyl Morris,
Crystal Hosley and Gladys Eldridge
were present and four other girls were
invited, Florence Corson, Ethel Perry,
Muriel French and Clara Batchelder.
Games were played and candy, orang
es, cookies and cocoa were served.
Rev. A. G. Murray wii.ll speak Sun
day morning from the text, ‘‘How to
Keep the Heart.”
In the evening
lids subject will be a continuation of
SU B SC R IB E

NOW
FOR
W O O DS.

M A IN E

rate of ‘increase'in'the'last few years,
it must be considerably more than 2,000,000, which is an average of about
one for every 50 persons in the coun
try. This, of course, would include the
motors used for commercial purposes.
The bureau has issued a bulletin on
the subject of automobile fatalities.
It shows that the number of deaths
due to automobile accidents and in
juries increased from 632 in the death
registration area in 1909, containing
56 per cent of the population of the
United States, to 2,623 in the same
area in 1914; and the increase from
1913 to 1914, for the registration area
as constituted in 1913, then containing
65 per cent of the population of the
country, was from 2,488 to 2,795.
Thus a five-year increase of 775 per
cent—accepting as reliable the figures
compiled by the National Automobile
chamber of commerce—in number of
machines has been accompanied by
an increase of 315 per cent in automo
bile fatalities; and a one-year increase
of 38 per cent in number of machines
has been accompanied by an increase
of 12 per cent in fatalities.

FOR SALE
ON EA SY TERMS

INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS
Just across the little cove from the
Mountain View House, at the outlet of
Rangeley Lake. Is fully furnished.
Ice house filled. Boats, etc. The most
desirable place on the shores of the
lake. Three acres of land. For Partic
ulars address,

F. C. FOWLER,
New London,

Conn.

P R IN C E

ALBERT

WINS

Patented Process is Responsible for
Its Intern ation al Popularity.

Smokers so much, appreciate the
flavor and coolness and aroma of
Prince Albert pipe and cigarette
tobacco that they often marvel that
tliis one brand eouild be so different
from all others.
The answer to this question w
to be found on the reverse side of
every Prince Albert package, where
you will read: “Process P atented
July 30th, 1907.”
That tells the
whole story. Prince Albert is made
by a patented process that cuts out
the bite and parch, which, makes'the
tobacco so mighty agreeable and
satisfying to men of every taste of
every civilized nation on the globe.
Smokers should realize that this
patented process cost three years'
continuous work and study and a
fortune in money to perfect.
P)Ut
the re'Siudt has proven to be worth
all that was expended upon it, be
cause it has set free men who be
lieved they never could enjoy 8
pipe or a makin’s cigarette.
Prince Albert makes it possible
for every man to smoke a pipe or
to roll his own cigarettes. And, no
matter how tender tine tongue.
Prince Albert cannot bite or parch.
That is cut out by the patented
process, leaving for tine smoker
onily the joy© of the fragrant to
bacco.
It is a fact that since Prince
Albert “arrived,” just about sii
years ago, it has made three ]nen
©moke pipe© where one smoked a
pipe before!
;
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DEATH OF
RESPECTED LADY

went to Rangeley Friday night.
Mrs. Carl Beedy; carnations, Mr. and Ralph Pettengdll, Auburn.
Alton B. Tucker o f Norridgetwock Mrs. Millard Wells; spray of ferns,
In town affairs. Mr. Sargent had
spent several days an town recently, tied, Mrs. Clara Withaim;
assorted served faithfully for seven years, as
the guest .of friends. ,
bouquet, Mr. and Mrs. Will Stallings; selectman, satisfactorily.
It seems a
Mrs. A. 0 . Robb in© was in Far wreath, Mrs. Rosliina Wilbur; carna sad blow to the brothers and sisters,
mington Saturday afternoon.
tions, Mr. and Mr®. Biwin Webber; as their brother, Willie died only' aFrank Knowilton returned last week wreath, “ Mother” , Mr. and Mrs. Otis bout a year ago.
While a trained
Doing Great Good This Spring.
from a two weeks’ trip to Boston.
Witham, Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Wit- nurse was in attendance bis wife was
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Peary, Carroll ham, Mr. and Mrs. William Douglass, ever near to do all that loving hands
A superlative blood-purifying medi
Rounds and Vincent Pottle were a- Mrs. Maria Beedy, Mrs. Blanche could do.
Mutch sympathy gees ' out cine like Hood'’s Sarsaparilla, com
moiiig those from town who attended Smifcb; hyacinths and earn a tions, tied, to the bereaVed family in their great bined with a superlative iron tonio
like Peptiron Pills, makes the ideal
the Chapman concert at Farmington John Smith.
sorrow.
(Special Correspondence.)
Spring Medicine.
Monday night.
Whose love can equal
Strong, March 28.—Mis©
Martha
No other medicine possesses such!
Mr. and Mrs. Horace LeBree have
the love of a mother;
B E N JA M IN B U T L E R
curative properties as these two re
Buck of Gorham, N. H., is
doing j recently returned from their trip to Whose, the devotion
storatives working together.
bookkeeping and stenography fn Ray ■Bangor.
so loyal and true,
The decease of Benjamin Butler of
They reach the impure, impover
mond Starbird’s office.
; Farmers are beginning to tap tlieir Who suffered so much
Phillips on Monday, the 28th, ulit., ished blood, and the run-down, ex
Miss Lillian Holmes of Wilton j trees.
Some syrup has already been
with such joy, for another,
They awaken the
was briefly noted in a previous is hausted system.
spent the week-end with Miss Freda Imade.
appetite, aid digestion, purify and
Who works with such; pleasure
sue.
The.
life
that
then
closed
was
Mitchell, who is enjoying a few | Fred Dodge started Tuesday mornvitalize the blood, give renewed
a® mother for yen!
so full of activity and goood achieve
weeks’ vacation, with her parents, j ing for Lynnfieild, Mass., where he You hail with deligh t
strength to the whole body, produce
ments that some of Hits, details also sound, natural sleep, and a complete
Mr. and Mrs. Henry1 Mitchell.
j will work for F. J. D. Barnjum the
the friendship of others
a mention of the family coainections restoration to good health,— the great
Richard Fell was the guest of his j coming summer.
He was accompan You revel in love of the
of the deceased wii.il be of interest est of all earthly blessings.
Two
friend, Benjamin Butler at Farming- ied to Farmington by h8s
sister,
sweetheart you’ve won;
to many of cur readers.
dollars invested in these two medi
ton one day last week.
Miss Wilma Dodge, who spent the Yet where do you find
It was the good fortune of Frank cines will bring better results than
■ Clarence Tash ha© returned from day with friends.
a friendship like mother’s,
ie. county in its early day© to re four dollars spent in any other course
tie vacation in Freeman and has re
Mrs. Menzor A. W ill was in Far Unbroken till death calls,
ceive among (its first settlers, several of treatment or attendance.
sumed his duties as night operator in mington Tuesday on business'.
It is wise to get H ood’s Sarsapa
and life’s work is done.
families from Martha’s Vineyard, peo
rilla and Peptiron Pills today.
the Central Telephone office. He is
ple of merit and ability.
They and
also attending High school.
H E R M A N O. S A R G E N T
their descendants have been large
Fred Crossman of Boston is the
factors in making Franklin county many years a- leading business man
guest of Benjamin Dodge and family.
Nicholas Butieir, of Rangeley, now retired and living
Many friends were saddened to what it is today.
Miss ZeiLrna Orcutt of New Vine
the
progenitor
of
all
the Butlers cm m Farmington; Frank W-, a promin
M A R Y J. W IT H A M
learn of the sudden death of Herman
yard spent a few days in town, the
Martha’s,
Vineyard,
settled
there in ent lawyer of Farmington; Amos, K.
O. Sargent, which took place at inis
guest of friends.
the
early
part
of
the
17th
century and Ernest C., welkknown attorneys
Mary J. Witham was bom in Phil home in Madrid, March 11th1, after
Miss Dorothy, daughter of Dr. and
and,
was
evidently
a
man
of
valor, of Skowbegan, and the daughter, Mrs
Mrs. W. J. Trefethen of Wilton was lips, September 20, 1830, the eldest only a. few days cf illness from pneu one of twenty who formed a band Ida M., wife of E. C. Lander© of
the guest of Mrs. Dan
Leighton a child of David and Mibitable (Wins monia.
Strong.
low) Williams, and died in Phillips,
Mr. Sargent was well-known and of defence against the Gay Head In
(ewdays recently.
dians;
in
these
time©
a
fierce
and
Following the deatli or Mrs. Butler,
Schools in town began Monday March 21, 1916 at 12.30 p. m., at the esteemed for hi© honesty and integ warlike tribe.
Mr.
and Mrs. Landers resided on the
with the flame teachers as last term. home of her daughter, Mrs. William rity, ailways trying to do for the wel
home
farm and Mr. Butter lived with
The
descendants
of
Nicholas
But
Douglass.
At
the
age
of
13
her
par
fare cf his family and his fellowWalter Bradford was in Farmingler have been numerous and infLuen- them; the farm wa© sold nine years
ents
moved
to
Letter
E.
Plantation.
men.
He
was
a
very
accommodat
ton one day last week.
tial on the Island from, his day to ago aind is now occupied by Warren
Tihe community wa© saddened last In May, 1852 she married Jacob Wit- ing neighbor and considered a hard tffas, particularly in Edgartown, the Hinds.
After the home farm, was
ham
and
settled
on
a
farm
in
Letter
working
man,
carrying
on,
his
farm
Friday to learn that Mrs. Anna, wid
sold
Mr.
and Mirs. Landers removed
seat
of
Duke’s
county.
Two
of
thiem,
In
ow of the late Thaxter Bangs had F. Plantation, laving there nearly 19 summers and lumbering winters.
Benjamin Butler and his half brother, tc Strong and Mr. Butler took up. his
years.
There
five
children
were
•his
family
hie
was
unselfishly
devoted
passed away at her home on upper
Ephraim G. Butler, came to Franklin residence wuth, hd® eldest sen and
Main street at about 4 p. m. She Oias bom to them, two son© and three to the comfort of others and his last county in the latter part of the wife in Phillip,s.
There he ha®, had
daughters.
thought
wag
for
the
comfort
cf
his
been in poor health for several
a
very
pleasant
home
and every com
18th
century
and
Benjamin,
settled
In January, 1871 they bought a wife and children.
years, but fcr the past few months
on the place now owned by Alonzo fort. Hi© last illness wa® due to
He
was
the
son
of
Wm.
I.
and
home
in
Madrid
village.
In
1884
has failed rapidly. During her years
Sylvester.
He was a carpenten by nephritis and the natural decline of
of poor health she has been tenderly they sold out and after a time they Vesta L. Sargent and was born, at trade and had charge of framing the the vital power© attending advanced
On November
living there
17 Madrid, May 8, 1866.
cared for by her daughter, Mrs. Dana moved to Weld,
Centre meeting-house and also built age.
In 1902 they moved' to Phil 29, 1894 he wa® married to Miss Belk
Grey, with whom she has always years.
the first bridge across
the
Sandy
Tlie funeral was held at the loom©
Mved.
T.lie funeral services
were lips upper village and on May 23 rd Williams of Weld, daughter o f Mr. river.
where his last years were passed,
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Williams.
Eight
of
that
year
they
celebrated
their
held. Tuesday forenoon at 10 o ’clock
Before Leaving Martha’s Vineyard Rev. M. S. Hutchins officiating. The
and tine remains were taken to Far golden wedding anniversary, their children have biassed their union, he married Miss Amy Daggett, who five son© and the grandson were the
the
oldest,
The©,
dying
at
the
age
of
children
and
grand
children
all
being
mington for interment in the family
wa© also of honorable lineage.
Of bearers and tlie interment wias in
present with one or two exceptions, 7 years.
lot at Riverside cemetery.
their thirteen children the eighth1 was the family lot in the cemetery at
Besides
Ms
immediate
family
he
and
many
friends
and
acquaintances1
.
George Norton, Chester
Leighton
a son, Ralph,.
He married Mary Phillips.
Beside©1his lineal descend
and Bernard Toothaker, students at IOn September 7, 1907 her husband leaves four sisters and three broth Stevens and after a few years mov ants Mr. Butter is survived by one
ers,
Messrs,.
George
of
Maardd,
Sam
fee University of Maine, have spent Ipassed away after a lingering illness.
ed to Avon.
They l ad a gocdly sister, Mr©,. Caroline Plaas,ted of
a week’s vacation with their parents |She then sold her home and passed uel of Phillips and Charlie of Bos family of sons and daughters of Portland, Oregon, now in her 91st
the remainder of her life with her ton, Mrs. Ada Grose, Mrs. Mary
in town.
whom the youngest son was Benja year.
On June last, she had a Thompson of Phillips and Mrs. Anna
Vincent Pottle and Burchard Look children.
min Butler, lately deceased.
were in Farmington Saturday on bus slight shock which made her nearly Stinehifield of Madrid.
This son, to whom wa© given
Hi© death, is a great blow to Ebiis
R E S O L U T IO N S OF R E S P E C T.
helpless and affected her reasons but
iness.
the name of great-grand,father, grand
wife and seven children, Wilson., age
she
was
tenderly
cared,
fcr
by
her
Miss Ruth Webster, who teaches at
father and uncle, and which has ever
19 years, Edith 17, Thelma 14, Irwin
Sanford, is spending her Easter vaca children who did everything they
Whereas:
Our Supreme Grand
been, a favorite in, the family con
11, Austin 8, Lillian 6, Hartem
3
tion with her mother, Mrs. George could to make her comfortable and
nection, was endowed by nature with Oommander has seen fit to muster out
ministered to her ^very want.
Her years1, who will miss the loss1 of a the magnificent physique of many of from James E. Cushman Post No. 87,
Webster.
dear husband and father.
children
aT
il
survive
her,
Otis
R.
Wit
Mrs. Carrie Staples of Farm ington
has family, and which when, as in G A. R. our respected Comrade and
The funeral services were held
ham
of
Madrid;
Lyman
A.
Witham
is visiting her sister, Mrs. S. F.
hi© case, it is combined with strong Commander, William True.
from his late horn© Tuesday after
Therefore, Resolved:
That this
Toothaker and other relatives and cf Strong; Maria A. Beedy of Phil
mentality, gives its possessor a re
lips; A lice E. Douglass of Madrid and noon at 2 c,’clock, Rev. Bessie F. cognized power among lii© fellow Post has lest a worthy member, the
friends in town.
Crowell officiating.
The pall bear
community an honorable citizen and
men.
Maurice Leighton returned Satur Blanche M. Smith, o f Lewiston, ail!
ers were James Dunham, Gilbert Vot
of
whom
were
present
at
her
funeral.
day night from a few days’ visit with
Mr. Butler’s birth occurred March the family of the die,ceased a kind
The funeral services were held at er, Leslie Hardy and Elwin McLaugh 10, 1828, in Phillips.
He was fond and indulgent husband and father.
Ms grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Wil
the
bouse March 23rd at 10 a. m., lin, Undertaker Chandler bad charge. cf study and at twenty began teach
Resolved: That our Charter be
liam Blanding at Farmington Falls.
F. H. Hathaway and Mrs. Minnie
ing in the public schools of his vicin draped in mourning for thirty days,
True Luce was in Farming ten one Rev. Mr. Huitclfcins and C. F. Chand
ler officiating, and her remains were Kinney rendered appropriate music, ity and continued in this calling till these Resolutions spread upon our
day last week on business.
accompanied by Mrs. Zernie Webber.
lie had taught sixty terms. He was Records, a copy sent to the family
Rev. John Dunstan preached an in laid to rest beside her husband’s at
The interment was in Reed’s MiM
also at certain period© a clerk in of the deceased and a ccipy given the
teresting and instructive sermon Sun ; Madrid village cemetery.
Following j® the list of flowers: cemetery.
the store of the late Seward Dill. Maine Wood© for publication,.
day morning.
The floral offerings .were many
Jamie® Morrison,
In 1866 be removed to, Avon and re
Charles Richards spent Sunday in Spray and call a lilies, tied, Mr. and
and included the following: Pillow.
Wm. H. Leavitt,
sided on the well-known intervale
town the guest of has family.
Mr.
“ Husband” , Mrs. Belle Sargent; 49
L. G, Voter.
farm, not far below Phillip© village
Richards expects to finish his lumb E C Z E M A C U R E D OR M O N E Y R E 
white pinks, tied, one dozen roses
Committee on Resolutions.
for a long time.
He served the
ering operations soon.
FUNDED.
and set piece, brothers and sisters,;
Several Odd Fellows frem town
This guarantee goes with every box bouquet of flowers,, Mr. and Mrs. town of Avcn as selectman for many
of Dr. Hobson’s Eczema
Ointment. Lester Rowe; bouquet o,f flowers, Mr. years, was a member of the school Y O U R F IV E H U N D R E D M U S C LE S .
Makes no difference whether it’s a and Mrs. Calvin Gray; white pinks, committee and served one term in
The five hundred muscles in the hu
O U T OF T H E R A C E
baby,
child or aged. N o matter how Mr, and Mrs. Alton Pease; bouquet the legislature.
man body depend on pure and rich,
When one wakes with stiff back,
From the organization of the Re
pains in muscles, aches in joints1, or Ions standing the case the guarantee of flowers,, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dun publican party till the time of his blood for their health and contractile
holds
good.
Cut
out
this
strip,
go
tc
ham, Mr. and Mrs'. Milford Dunham;
energy which is the ability to labor.
rheumatic twinges, he cannot do Inis
death Mr. Butler gave it his cor
best. If you feel out o f the race, your druggist, get a box of Dr. Hob pink roses, Perley Phillips and Hazel dial support.
If they are given Impure blood they
In
hols
religious
senti
tired, languid, or have symptoms of son's Eczema Ointment, use it as Sargent; white pinks, Mir. and Mrs. ments he 'belonged to the liberal become enfeebled, the step loses its
kidney trouble, act promptly.
Foley directed and if you are not fully sat Solon Mechaim; white pinks and day class.
elasticity, the arm its efficiency, and
Kidney Pills help the kidneys get rid isfied, the druggist or maker will, re breaks, Mr. and Mrs. Will Hood, Mr.
there is incapacity to perform
the
Mr.
Butler
wasmarried
in
1857
Try it just once, and Mrs. Wm. Moores,, Mr. and Mrs.
poisonous waste matter that caus fund your money.
usual
amount
of
labor.
to Miss Susan H. Badger of Phillips,
you will be happily surprised.
Alden Moores;
hyacinth®,
Ladies’
es trouble.
Floyd E. Parker.
What a igxeat blessing Hood’s Sar
a very estimable woman, and the
Circle of Reed’s Mill; pinks, Gilbert
saparilla
has been to the many toi£Lmarriage proved', one of rare harmony
Voter and Mrs. Alton Dunham,; day
and happiness.
Her death occurred ine thousands whose blood It has
break pinks, Mr. and Mrs,. Bonney
This
in 1901 and while he had much to made and kept pure and rich!
Webber, Mir. and Mrs. Fred
Mc
make life enjoyable it was probably medicine cleanses the blood of all
Laughlin; white pinks, Mir. and M,rts.
humors, inherit'd or acquired,
and
never afterward© the same to him.
Elwin McLaughlin; daybreak pinks,
strengthens
and
tones
the
whole
sys
Their home had been blest with
Mr. and Mrsi. W. R. Davenport and
It is important to be sure that
five son© and one daughter, all of tem.
family; pinks, Mrs. Eva; 'Davenport;
you
get
HoodT Sarsaparilla when
whom survive their parents and are
hyacinths., Oberton .League; bouquet very successful and much htonoined you ask for irt.
No substitute for It
and wreath, Mrs. Hiram Hardy; bou people.
They are William B. Eiutler is like it.
quet of flowers, Mir. and Mrs. H. J.
of Phil,lips, a member of the Phillips
Wing; pinks, and ferns,, Mir. and Mrs. Hardware Co.; Whiting L. Butler, for

A COMBINATION

THAT WORKS WELL

Students at U. of M. at H om eSeveral Odd Fellows Go to
Rangeley.

OBITUARY

ie E

C R E A M
at

OUR FOUNTAIN.

FLOYD E. PARKER,
Store
NO. 1, BEAL BLOCK,

PHILLIPS, MAINE

SUNDAY HOURS: U A* M. to 12 M. 5 P. M. to 6 P, M.
THU STORE W H E R E Y O U R T R A D E IS A P P R E C IA T E D

CUT

T H IS

O U T — IT IS
MONEY.

W ORTH

DON’T MISS THIS.
Cut out tills
slip, enclose with 5^ to Foley & Co.,
Chicago, 111., writing your name and
address clearly.
You will receive in
return a trial package
containing
Foley’s Honey and Tar
Compound,
fcr la grippe coughs, odds and croup,
Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley Cath
artic Tablets.
Floyd E. Parker.

CH ANG EAB LE W E A TH E R
S IC K N E S S .

EASTER

BRINGS

The changeable weather of March
causes coughs, colds, croup and
grippe.
There Is no such thing as a
“light cold’’—none that a person can
' safely neglect.
Foley’s Honey and
Tar is a safe and reliable family
medicine that heal® inflamed,
con
gested air passages, stops coughs and
Phillips,
eases breathing.
Floyd E. Parker.

POST CARDS
at

Whitney’s Pharmacy
Maine

10

M A IN E

W OO DS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,
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30, 1916.

the noted goosebone seer, forecasted be a good thing for some of them to

the number of persons who have
be allowed to explain their actions
MAINE WOODS IS
sought instruction from widely known the cold and stormy winter which
we are realizing.
His predictions to the municipal judge.
throughout the country.
of frequent storms, of cold, windy
MORNING MEAL professionals
Shooting today is recognized not only weather and deep ©nows are also ful
The Fish and Game Commission on
as a virile sport, but it is advocated filled in other parts of the world.
Hudson, March, 21, 1916. for the physical benefits derived firoar It. will be late spring ere the snows
continual outdoor life necessitated will melt.
Then will follow a hot
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
by the very nature of the sport it summer.
It seems queer that a
Pleas$ find' inclosed check as per
self, ©specially if on© desires to be goosebone is such an inrex, yet the
request.
The Maiine Woods is my
come fully proficient.
bird is no mere “ quack,” since the
Sunday morning meal, so to speak.
reports from the war zone are to
Ml,as
Oakley’s
latest
track
with
her
Yours truly,
Remington arifle, assisted by her the effect that deep snows are preW. H. Moulton.
favorite dog, “ Dave’’
possesses a 1valent.—Courier Gazette.
great deal more nerve than most of
his human brethren, for he never
flinches' When a bullet picks off the
apple balanced on the top ctf his
head.
He seems to know that the
sight and aim. of his mistress are
true, and that if he remains still he
First chased by a bear, which she Will not be harmed.
The groundhog that has heen hiber
en,countered on the road near her
n
a
ting near city farm at Biddeford
horn© iin Furnace Run, Pa., early the
P R O S E C U T IO N S
made its appearance Tuesday, March
other morning, Miss -Sue Rassier, 18
21, and was captured alive by Free
years old, later was badly frozen, in
The following prosecutions for vio man J. Googins, 16-year-old son of
front of the power house of the Mo
The youth
hawk mines.
She was found uncon lation of the fish, and game laws Supt. Melville Googins.
scious by workmen and rushed to the lias been reported to the office of caught S'igiht of the around hog run
He
home of her sister, Mrs. John Eng- the Inland Fish and Game Commis ning around back of the ham.

CHASED BY BEAR
AND FROZEN

ler, in Kittanning.. The girl’s
and hands were frozen.

CAPTURE OF
THE GROUNDHOG

feet

M otor Trucks Capable of Savings.

The average business man is awak
ening to the fact that motor-trucks are
capable of great savings in time and
money, as well as capable of opening
up many new business possibilities.
The motor truck has arrived this year,
and these investigations by federal
traffic engineers are proving to the
business world that federals arrived
five years ago because their correct
design and the thoroughly practical en
gineering principles behind these
trucks made them big, successful producers from the very start for all
who used them.

AUTO HAS MANY NAMES
SHORTEST

AND

E A S IE S T

W ORD

C H O S E N BY A M E R IC A N S .

Perusal of Great Q uantity of Motor-Car
Advertising Proves “Automobile”
Is Seldom Used.

Kew's Nameless Tree.
Kew gardens ha^ its mystery in the
form of a tree which no one yet has
been able to name. It is not far from
the entrance from Kew Green, and a
tablet confesses the inability of the
learned men at Kew correctly to place
it in the botanical system. It is some
thing like a plane tree, but it is not a
plane tree. It is, or was as late as last
summer, when the present writer saw
it, simply “a tree.” Can any reader
solve the mystery and restore it to
its lost family?—London Chronicle.

“ So new is the automobile business
that we have lost sight of the trouble
at first in getting a name for the au
tomobile. Many were suggested. In
fact, several years ago a certain New
York newspaper ran a contest asking
for suggestions.” This is an expres
sion from the manager of a well-known
company.
He continues: “ These names ranged
all the way from ‘petrocar’ to ‘elec
trobat.’
Some of the first automo
Phillip**, Maine.
biles were called ‘horseless carriages’
and ‘motor cycles.’
Monuments, Headstones,
“Then the word ‘automobile’ sprang
into favor. Before long three differ
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
ent ways of pronouncing this simple
and
word were in vogue, by placing the
emphasis upon three different syl Cemetery W ork of all Kindi
lables. Following this came the term
‘motor’ car.”
This term is still more popular than
the word “automobile.” Many refer
P H ILLIP S
ME.
to their craft as “motor,” “machine,”
and even the more “ dyed-in-the-gasoAll orders by mail or in perns
line” motorists, affectionately refer to promptly attended to.
their automobiles as the “buss” or the
“boat.”
This manager, who has been in the
automobile business over fifteen years,
and whose success is reflected in the
increases in the sales factories, says
fie a d q u a r te r s fo r everything
he recently scanned a copy of a na
tional publication that contained a
in the h ard w a re line

No. Franklin
Marble Works

ANNIE OAKLEY IN
NEW WM. TELL ROLE
After seeing Annie Oakley break
glass balls and do other stunts with
her rifle in the wild west shows of
twenty years ago, no circus ever
seems complete without her in the
minds of the grown-ups who witness
ed her marvelous exhibitions of skill
and who remember her as an out
standing feature.
The name c f An
nie Oakley conjures up scenes of
the sawdust ring with its blaring
music, its strange animals and its
thrills, not forgetting the natural con
comitants of circus day—peanuts, and
pink lemonade.
Moat o,f us well up
in the thirties remember Mii&s Oak
ley with her long hair, cow girl
clothes and unerring accuracy with
the rifle as she galloped around the
ring on an “Arab’’ charger and brake
the targets with an ease that arous
ed envy in the youthful heart.
Miss Oakley (now Mrs. Frank But
ler), who is at present dividing her
time between exhibition work and in
struction in shooting, has lost none
of her old time skill.
,Shie has been
at Pinehurst, N. C., since December
last, where her efforts have been
devoted to teaching the use of both
the rifle and the shotgun to visitors
at that famous winter resort. Miss
Oakley has coached more than 600
pupil® this winter, the preponderat
ing number of whcm, were women.
According to recent interviews, she
is very enthusiastic over the progress
made by the embryo shooters.
In
some instances whole families have
placed themselves under her tutelage.
While a few of these pupils will take
up shooting as a fad, probably to
drop it after leaving Pinehurst, Miss
Oakley believes that most of them
will adopt target and trap ©hooting
as a sport.
Miss Oakley’s exhibi
tions of expert shooting from time
to time have inspired onlookers, who
may never have dreamed of becom
ing “ bugs,” to get the ©hooting fev
er.
When they once get the fever
they never quit.
Naturally,
Miss
Oakley’s reputation has a great deal
to do with arousing interest and
enthusiasm.
One prefers to learn
the art of shooting under an expert,
and Miss Oakley is all that and
more.
The greater interest mani
fested by the public in ©hooting,
and especially rifle shooting, during
the past two years, is evidenced by

Monday was in receipt of a letter
which occasioned some merriment.
It was addressed:
“ Maine Inland
Fish and Game Laws 1915-16 Revis
ion’’ and its destination was so plain
that some one had added the “ Augus
ta, Me.” and it was properly deliver
ed. The address also so plainly desig
nated what it wanted that a copy of
the required laws was promptly for
warded to the writer in Presque Isle.

that it can be easily stored in a cellar
or in a rack on the back porch.

ACROSS CUPSUPTIC LAKE
Courtesy of M. C. R. R.

sion:
By Warden John F. Collins of Lee,
Penobscot, prosecution of J. McBaverty for having in his possession and
setting unmarked traps.
He paid a
Bne of $10.
Gam e Warden M. P. Kneel and of
Princeton reports' to the Inland Fish
and Game Commission the prosecu
tion of one Lemuel' Beach at Wood
land, before Judge Ashley St. Clair
of Calais on March) 19 for doing the
work of a taxidermist without being
licensed by the State. He was fined
$20 and costs of $1.37, a total of
$21.37, which he paid.

gave chase, but the little animal was
almost out of sight, when it ©topped
to get its breath.
The boy hurried
up and was about to grab the wood
chuck when he slipped on the snow
and fell in front of the “ chuck.” The
groundhog showed fight, and, not rel
ishing the looks of the animal’s teeth,
the boy threw snow in its face until
it could not see.
Then Freeman
grabbed it and took it to the woodsired where he put it in a cage and
carried it down town, to be placed

Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

Lumbermen's and Blacksmith i
Supplies, Doors, Windows, Store*,
Tinware, Plumbing G oods, Sport
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
Mu resco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
Automobile Supplies, etc.

ENJOYS FLY ROD'S
NOTE BOOK

We buy for the lowest spot cash
prices and give our customers the
benefit of the same.

Looking Forward to His Annual
Vacation at Haines Landing.
. i
l *

WHEN THE TROUT TASTE BEST
Quinjcy, Mass., March 22, 1916.

Courtesy of M. C. R. R.

To the Editor of Maine Woods:

It i© a pleasure for me to encdose on exhibition in a ©tore.

The

ani
Local
Main© Woods.
I have been a sub forecasters say the capture of the
scriber for a number of years and groundhog iis a sure sign winter is
unless I receive it each week would over.—Kennebec Journal.
miss it.
I enjoy reading the items
Decoration o* Sweet Potatoes.
from any friend, Fly Rod’s Note Book
Sweet potatoes, placed in cut glasi
Many of the places ©he writes about i
or ether bowls tilled ..ith water, sent
I am familiar with, and it carries my forth a decorative yellowish-^... ai
thoughts back for the last ten years vine, which has become very popular
that I have spent my vacation at according to report, the plants requh
Haines Landing, where I have al ing no earth whatever, but consuming
an inordinate amount of water.
ways had tiie best of attention.
$1 for renewal of my subscription for mal weighs weighs 11 pounds.

preponderance of automobile manu
facturer’s advertisements and that
practically all of them did not use the
word automobile once, but referred
to their product as “ car.”
He says the American way of adopt
ing the shortest and most expressive
words for everything, will result in
the practical elimination of the word
“automobile.” It will be substituted
by “motor” and more particularly by
“ car,” and everyone will know that
it means automobile.

LIKE THE TANDEM BICYCLE
Auto Runs on Tw o W heels, Deriving
Its Power From a Small Gaso
line Engine.

Phillips Hardware Co.
A L L K IN D S OF

FURNITURE
C. F. Chandler
Phillips,

&

-

Maine

and
STRONG - MAINE.

A tandem bicycle 20 years ago was ------------------------------------------------------ a luxury. The automobile and the mo
torcycle came and drove it into the
limbo of things gone. Now the tan
dem is to return, but in new form. It
Office over National Bank.
still has two wheels, as of yore, but Is

E. C . H ig g in s, M . D.

Phillips,

SICK CHILDREN MADE WELL
Worms sap the health and vitality of
your child.
Familiar symptoms of
worms are: Deranged stomach, swollen
upper lip, sour stomach, of
fensive breath, hard and full
belly with occasional gripings and pains about the
navel, pale face of leaden
tint, eyes heavy and dull,
w ’ twitching of the eyelids,
Trade Mark itching o f the nose, itching
of the rectum, short dry cough, grind
ing of the teeth, little red points stick
ing out on tongue, starting during
sleep, slow fever.
You can absolutely depend upon Dr
True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative and
Worm expeller, to expell worms and
tone up the stomach, bowels and gen
eral health.
Dr. True’ s Elixir, has been on the
market for over 60 years. Mrs. Fred
Nelson of Houston, Texas, writes: ‘ I
find it a fine laxative.” At your deal
er’s, 35c, 50c and $1.00. Advice free.
A U BU R N , M A IN E

&

/V .

Son,

Maine

Both ’ Phones

MOOSELCXOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
Courtesy of M. C. R. R.

J. BLAINE MORRISON

INLAND FISH AND
GAME DEPARTMENT

Mrs. Burns know© how to make
you feed at horn© and her table has
everything the season affords. I am
looking forward to next September
when I am In hopes to meet my old
friends once more.
Wishing you, success and kind re
It was only a few year© ago that
gards, I remain,
the commission was obliged to re
Yours truly,
move the guest book from, the State
C. F. Pettemgiilil.
Museum on account of its mutilation,
defacing and general abuse by a
certain class.
Since the re-estab
lishment of the hook and a stand and
chair being provided in, the museum,
it lias until lately been treated fair
ly decently, but a few smart young
people, possessing a very cheap and
Some of our readers pinned a clip inferior quality of wit, are beginning
ping on the wall for reference, as to put themselves on record by what
on that day Prof. ,C. M. Anderson, they write in the book.
It would

LATE SPRING ERE
SNOWS WILL MELT

A ttorney - a t - Law
Beal Block. Phillips

Fire and Life InsnruM

-----------------------------—

- q |

Dr. W. J . Carter,
DENTIST
fitted with a “baby” model of an auto
mobile body, and depends for its
power on a small gasoline engine simi
lar to those used in motorcycles.
The manufacturers claim the new
car is so light that It balances as easy
as a motorcycle, and will soon displace
in popularity the smaller-sized automo
biles and runabouts. One of the chief
points claimed in its favor is the fact

Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 4.
appointment.

Evenings

by

5000 Cords
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar Pulp
wood wanted, delivered at any static
on Sandy River & Rangeley I.akes Rbetween Farmington and Rangeley and
between Strong and SaJom.

A . W . M c L e a r y . Phillips, Me

M A IN E

WEST FARMINGTON
March, 26.
There was a parish meeting at the
flee Baptist dhuircih iLast Monday
night.
jins, Ella Hobbs has
returned
fllhie lias been suffering from
ti» prevailing distemper for a few
daysIra Wliittemore of Portland spent a
daj and night with his parents last
reek-

George S. Howard was born in
Phillips, Maine, February 29,
1854.
ge was the youngest child of Jacob
f, and Deborah Hayford Howard of
Phillips.
After his father’s death he went
to Lowell, Mass., where for a few
jears. he was overseer in a hosiery,
ini the confinement of indoor life af
fected his health, and he went to
Kansas an 1879 to join his brother.
They were among the pioneer set
tlers of Arkansas City.
H r
Franklin
IN S U R A N C E
CONN.

Assets Dec. 31 1915
Real Estate,
Mortgage Loan®,
Collateral Loons,
Stocks and Bonds,
Cash in Office and
Bank,
Agents’ Balances,
90s Receivable,
Merest and Rents,
Af other Assets,

They built a brick store and went
into the hardware business, in which
business they continued until two
years ago.
Tihe deceased left a wife and one
son, Harry, a sister, Mrs. Albert
WoontMey and one brother, Charles
Howard, county commissioner.
Al
though living in Kansas he never
forgot hiis friends in Phillips.
He
was always ready to talk of them, and
of has last visit there, and the kind
nesses o f hiis hoyfhcod friends.

M A IN E ,

MARCH

30,

1916,

A NOVEL WAY TO
ENJOY FISHING
Overcomes Difficulty Which Many
Garage Owners Must
Have Met With.
OCCUPIES BUT LITTLE SPACE

Admitted Assets,

Mr. Fairgrieve Accepts An Invita
tion to Visit Caverns Cove.
Skow-began, Me., Mar. 11, 1916.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:

$2,291,350.00
34,403,118.52
282,110.00
46,913,249.50
2,938,828.58
76,877.55
37,291.84
1,487,370.93
16,581,803.42

that she lias been duly appointed ex
ecutrix of the last will and testa
ment o f Nathan H. ELllis, late of Ran
ge ley, in the county o f Franklin,
deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having de
mand® against the estate of said de
ceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebt
ed thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.
Bertie E. Ellis.
February 15, 1916,

Owing to the fact that in the small
or medium-sized garage the door open
ing is almost as wide as the building,
the hanging of the door frequently
presents a problem, remarks a writer
in Successful Farming. Convenience
and economy of space are essential.
Swinging doors are more or less
clumsy and inconvenient, and in time
are apt to sag and bind. They have
been displaced, to a large degree, by
sliding doors, of which several types
are now in common use.
The simplest sliding door is hung
N O T IC E .
outside, like a barn door, the track ex
tending beyond the building to a post
The subscriber hereby gives notice in the yard to accommodate the door
when open. This type is very satis-

Ida M. Morton.

$105,012,000.24
1,064,337.54
$103,947,662.80

Liabilities Dec. 31, 1915
$1,108,745.29
Net Unpaid Losses,
69,215.83
Unearned Premiums,
88,960,899.57
All other Liabilities,
5,000,000.00
Gish Capital,
Soptu,s over all
8,808,802.11
Liabilities,

Hinged Sliding Doors, Opening Inside.

The subscriber hereby gives notice
l-at she has been duly appointed adrimtjjstratrix of the estate of WiLam True,
late o f
Phillips in
.e county of Franklin, dec eas
el, and given bonds as the law
Lrect®. All persons having demands
gainst the estate of said deceased

Addie M. True.
March 21, 1916.
Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
$103,947,662.80
P R O B A T E N O T IC E S .
Arthur G. Bus-tis, agent, Strang, Me.

at Moose head Lake.
A house like
this add® greatly to the sport and
comfort of a winter trip in that sec
tion.
With the heat of an oil stove
you will have to peel off your coat,
open the door or window, even when
it is 30 below outside.
You will note in the picture that we
have her hitched, not because she
would get away herself, but the
wind has a clean sweep from the
Canada line and if she ever got

factory where there is plenty of room
in the yard and economy of space is
not an important item. Where space
is limited, however, the post is in
convenient, and in any event it de
tracts from the neat appearance of the
building and surroundings.
To overcome this difficulty a type of
sliding doors to open inside has been
devised. A hanger has been designed
to carry such a door, which is hinged
in three sections and runs on a con
tinuous track, curved at the corner.
This track extends along the door
opening, and for an equal distance
along the adjacent side, but the door,
being jointed, consumes very little
space in turning the corner. It lies
against the side of the building, out of
the way, when open. Two sections of
this door are supported by three swiv
eled hangers. The third section swings
freely, like an ordinary hinged door.
This affords a small doorway for pass
ing in and out, and makes it unneces
sary to open the whole door each time,
or to provide a special door for that
purpose.

started she would need to be put
together again.
My friend Emery
Fletcher cf Nevada runs the sled.
You wiil-L also note our flag on the
end of the house; long may she
ever wave.
Mt. Kineo is in the
background.
This house is located
at the mouth of Moose river.
We occupied the Good®peed Camp
in Calder’s Bay one mile from Kineo
Station.
While there fish house
was built 8x 6 feet, set on runners
so that it could he hauled anywhere
on the Lake. It has two fishing
holes through the floor and two
bunks in it so that two people can
fish and be as comfortable the cold
est day in winter as in your home.
Of course when callers come you
have to put the bunks u.p to the
wall. We had quite a number of call
ers while there, as it was a good
chance for the other fishermen to
come in and get warm,
i While there one hay I was invited
to go to Cavern’s Cove with a p-arty
for an all day fishing trip. The party
was made up of J. M. Estes, station
agent at Kineo Station and Mrs.
Estes; Mr. Brown, manager of Deer
Head Farm, Kineo; Wm. Hodgekins
&. Sons o f Rock wood; C. R. Johnson,
a Rockwood guide; L. F. Adams, S.
L. Littlefield, Mr. Brown and Mr.
Farwell of Wilton. Mr, Brown drove
around to camp about 8 a. m., with
as natty a little pair of horses as

At a Probate Court held at Far
mington, in and for the County of
Assets Dec. 31, 1915.
Franklin, on tine third Tuesday of
$551,000.00 March, in the year of our Lord one
Mortgage Loans,
6,015,010.00 thousand nine hundred and sixteen,
Stocks and Bonds,
tne following matters having been
Cashin Office and
467,024.24 presented for the action thereupon
Bank.
653,104.70 hereinafter indicated, it is hereby
Agents* Balances,
58,662.17 ordered:
Interest and Rents,
That notice thereof
be
40,913.23 given to all persons interested, by
All other Assets,
W hy Women D rive T h e ir Cars.
causing a copy of this order to be
The astonishing increase in the
$7,785,714.34 published three weeks successively in
Gross Assets,
number of women who operate their
Dedct items no-t
tne Maine Woods, a newspaper pub own cars can be attributed in a great
102,842.90 lished at Phillips, in said Coun measure to the conveniences installed
admitted,
ty, that they may appear at a Pro on 1916 models by the automobile
$7,682,871.44 bate Court to be held at said Far manufacturers. In the up-to-date tour
Admitted Assets,
mington, on the third Tuesday of ing model the woman driver has a car
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1915
April, A. D., 1916, at ten o ’clock which is safer in her hands than the
H A S E IG H T C H IL D R E N
304,730.63 ir tlie forenoon, and be heard till ere - average spirited driving horse. At
Net Unpaid Lasses,
her finger tips is a board on which
Mrs. P. Rebkamp, 2404 Herman St.
3,491,216.55 or if they see cause.
Unearned Premiums,
everything is in plain view and easy
Covington, Ky., writes:
‘‘I have
130,709.75
All other Liabilities,
Lor in N. Haley, late of Range-ley, to get at.
been
using
Foley’s
tHoney
and
Tar
1,000,000.00 deceased.
Cash Capital,
Petition for probate of
She is no longer compelled to ques
Surplus over all
will presented, by Lizzie J. Haley, ex tion the amount of gasoline in the for nearly two years and can. find no
I have eight
2,756,214.51 ecutrix naamied therein.
Liabilities,
tank. A gauge informs her when it better cough syirup.
Jam.es H. Newman, late of Weld, is necessary to purchase more fuel, children and give it to ail of them.
from
Total Liabilities and
deceased.
Petition for probate of and the condition of the oil supply is They were subject to croup
It is a- safe and reliable
$7,682,871.44 will presented by Orbetu® Phillips, ascertained at a glance. One key babies on.”
Surplus,
serves to turn on the ignition and the medicine. Floyd E. Parker.
eentrix named therein.
lights, and the car is in most respects
George N. Coburn, late of Weld, as simple to operate as an electric.
HOLYOKE M U T U A L F IR E IN S U R deceased.
Petition for probate of The flexibility of the six-cylinder power
ANCE CO .,* S A L E M , M ASS.
will presented by Henry W. Co-bum, plant commends itself to the woman
Assets Dec. 31, 1915
$86,000.00 and letters issue without bond® as driver, as it is seldom necessary to
Real Estate,
shift the gears in traffic, making the
7,000.00 the will -directs.
Mortgage Loans,
car
an ideal one for shopping purposes.
Herman
O.
Sargent,
late
of
Madrid,
757,454.86
Stocks and Bond®,
deceased.
Pfetitiion
for
probate
of
Cash in Office and
18,461.47 Willi presented by Samuel J. Sargent,
Bank,
executor named therein.
Hubby Knows Everything.
29,102.52
Rents’ Balances,
Rose Adam®, late o f Rangeley, de
Mrs. Newrich had been told by her
11,829.66
Interest and Rents,
Petition for administration caller that a certain dinner party had
551.33 ceased.
All other Assets,
“wound up with great eclat.” When
presented by Bernice B. -Brackett.
her husband came home she asked
Warren.
-Stevens,
late
of
Rangeley,
$910,399.84
Gross .Assets,
deceased.
Petition for license to him what “ a-kla” meant. “Why, that’s
Deduct items not
the dessert, I guess,’ said Newrich.
sell
real
estate
presented by Chas. L. “Didn’t you ever eat a chocolate a541.67
admitted,
Harndie n, administrator.
kla?”—Boston Transcript. '
Ever line, Sin-nett, late of Weld, de
$909,858.17
Admitted Assets,
ceased.
First -account o f John jN.
Liabilities Dec. 31, 1915
PILLS B E S T FOR LIVER
$2,650.61 Siinmett, administrator.
Net Unpaid Losses,
Because they contain the host liver
William
Coffren,
o
f
Phillips.
Ac
322,723.91
Unearned Premiums,
medicines, no matter haw batter o-r
119,051.28 count of C-ony M- Hoyt, guardian.
All other Liabilities,
nauseating far the sweet sugar coat
Harry
F.
RaUiond
of
Rangeley,
min
Cash Guaranty Capital,
100,000.00
ing hides- the taste.
Dr. King’s New
or.
First
account
of
A.
M.
Ross,
Surplus over all
Life
Pill®
contain
ingredients
that pul
365,432.37 guardian.
Liabilities,
Luey Ram-ond of Phillips, minor. the liver working, move the bowels
No gripe, no mausiea, aid diFirst account of A. M. Ross-, guard freely.
Total Liabilities and
j gestion.
Just try a bottle of Dr.
ian,
$909,858.1'*
Surplus,
I King’s New Life Pills and notice
A
true
copy.
Agent, George M. Currier, Farming
25.?. at
J. H. Thompson, Judge of said Court. ! how much better you feel.
hm, Me.
! your Druggist.
Attest:
Daniel
B.
Belcher,
Register.
fYanklin.
NIAGARA F IR E IN S U R A N C E
NEW YORK,

N. Y .

CO.,

THO RO UG H W ORK
Hew Phillips Citizens Can
Find
Freedom Rrotn Kidney Troub
les.

If you suffer from backache—
From urinary disorders—
Any curable disease of the kidneys
Use a tested kidney remedy.
Doan’s Kidney Pills have been
tested by thousand®.
Grateful people testify.
Can you ask more convincing proof
of merit?
Mrs. C. S. Abbott, Maple street,
Livermore Fall®, Me., says: (,I suf
fered from a lame and aching back
and I often felt dull in the morn
ing.
The action of my kidneys was
irregular.
I had puffy spots beneat
my eyes and headaches bothered me.
Two or three boxes of Doan’s Kid
ney Pi-lls made me feel like a differ
ent person and I quickly improved.”
Over three years later Mrs. Ab
bott said: “ I haven’t had the slight
est sign of kidney
trouble since
Doan’s Kidney Pills rid me of it.”
Price 50^, at all dealers. Don’t
simply ask for a kidney remedy—
get Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same
that cured Mrs. Abbott.
Foster-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.

you would like to sit behind and a
good big roomy sleigh.
We were
not long going to Cavern’s Cove,
some three miles.
It was a glorious
day.
We got one square tail and
some lakers.
The laker®
were
broiled by M-r. (alias) Billy Hodgekins, before the big fires -between
GEO. B. FAIRGRIEVE AND EMERY two large rooks and they sure did go
FLETCHER
to the right spot.
Geo. B. Fairgrieve.

ate of Fred Morton, late of
in th© County of Franklin,
d, and given bonds as the
ects.
All persons having deagainst the estate of said deare desired to present
the

N O T IC E .

Gross Assets,
Mulct items not
admitted.

11

Hinged in Three Sections, One of
PLease find check for $1 for Maine
Wood® for 1916.
Knowing you are
W hich Provides O rdinary Passage
interested in sporting picture® I enr
fo r the Owner and His Friends—
close a view of my fish house that I
Designed for Medium The subscriber hereby gives notice
built on my winter trip ice fishing
Sized Building.

GEORGE S. H O W A R D

TRAVELERS
CO., H A R T F O R D

P H IL L IP S ,

N O T IC E .

OBITUARY.

THE

WOODS,

EAST WELD
March 27.
Alton Jones is. sawing pulp wood
for Ezra Noyes.
Lawrence & McLaughlin
have
about 300 cord-si more of pulp wood to
be hauled at this writing, which they
are in hope® to land on the brook be
fore sleding breaks up- for good.
Halford Baker was unable to attend
school last week on. account cf a bad
cold.
There was a dance at the Grange
hail-l -Saturday evening, which was
well attended and a general good
time reported.
Miss Lydia Bhinney, w-ho has been
stopping at Jesse Whitney’s has gone
to Phillips to work for Mrs. Simon
Tainter.
Hiram Vimiing rode to the village
last Wednesday for the first time
since his hand was- injured..
Chas. Sanborn recently sold a
fancy pair of matched red oxen to
Fred Blanchard.
W illin g to

Please.

A certain college president wore
side whiskers. Whenever he suggested
removing them, there was a division
of opinion in the family. One morn
ing he entered his wife’s dressing room,
razor in hand, with his right cheek
shaved smooth. “How do you like it,
my dear?” he asked. “If you think it
looks well, I will shave the other side,
too.”—Facts and Fancies.
The Kidneys and the Skin. If the
kidneys are weak or torplid, the skin
will be pimply or blotchy.
Hoad’s
Sarsaparilla strengthens and stimu
lates the kidneys-, and. clears! the
complexion.
By thoroughly purify
ing the Mood lit makes good heailltlh.

We have just the right
cure for that cold. Don’t
delay using it.
,

\

C. E. DYER,

S TR O N G ,

M A IN E .

M A IN E

W OODS,

P H IL L IP S ,

M A IN E ,

MARCH

30, 1916.

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
----------- f ----------------It is hoped- and expected that Miss
Lew M. Noble of Bowdicdm ’16 ar
rived home Saturday noon for the Marjorie Cutler will he able to re
Easter vacation.
J. Scott Brackett turn to Phillips for the spring term
Slue has been suffering
arrived Tuesday might, coming from of school.
Boston: where he hiad been the week quite severely with rheumatic trou
end guest of friend® in New Bed ble since sh-e_ loft Phillips, but is
ford and ailiso visited his uncle, L. J. much improved.
Brackett and family at Jamaica
The handsome span, of colts be
Plains, Mass.
longing to Berry & Pinkham took a
They were
The Christmas Present club was lively turn last Sunday.
entertained by Mrs. N. H. Hamdem standing fin front of the International
mill while Mr, Pinkham' went inside
this week.
Mrs. iC. E. Parker was- confined: to and M.r. __ -Berry was holding the
her.home for a few days1the first cf horses when there came a snow
slide from the roof of the building,
the week with a severe cold.
which frightened them, and very
Rev. Re-sele F. Crowell was operat
shortly the second one when they
ed on for hernia last Monday by Drs,
jumped to one side anti started to
C. W. Bell, E. C. Higgins and E. B.
run.
Mr. Berry was thrown out and
Currier.
We are pleased to state
the horses stopped book of Rev. M.
that Miss- Cfciwell is getting along
S. Hutchins’ house. The pung had
nicely.
She isi cared for by Mists
been thrown over the herses by the
Wheaton of Portland.
yoke’s breaking and 'they were held
Miss Edith Morton, who is teachr under it.
Mr. Berry hastened to
ing at Sipringvale, is passing her va find where the horses had gone and
cation at home.
when they saw him they Whinnied
Mason Russell of U. of M. was in for him to come to- them-. Mir. Re-nry’s
town Hast week for a day on hits way shoulder was hurt quite badly but
to his home fin Range,Ley to pass aside from this there was no other
the Easter recess.
damage done- fortunately.
At the meeting of Hope Rebekah
Miss Ruth Austin,, who is teaching
lodge Last Friday night it was voted
at Mexico, is at hom© for the Easter
t*' hold a masquerade social a few
vacation.
.
weeks later, the date not yet being
Mrs. George W. Wheeler of Far
decided, upon.
Miss Lillian Toothaker is attend mington has sold her house on Main
ing the spring term of tire Normal street to B. M. Small, esq., but will
retain possession until June.
school at Farmington.
Miss Elizabeth, Bass of Wilton is
Mrs. Mahel Hoyt is visiting her
daughter, Mir®. William Best in Port at the Elm-wood while in town for a
land.
Mrs, Best’s little child is iilil week or two, demonstrating for a
grocery firm.
with bronchitis.
Mins. Fred Davenport and daughter,
W t . Butler and son, Glenn of
Clarice went Monday for a visit with Farmington have been in Boston,
her daughter, Mrs. Howard Toothokej where the latter had treatment for a
in Portland.
threat and nose trouble.
Miss Ehenrie Toothaker of RangeMiss Elzie Oldham of Farmington
ley has been the guest of her aunt, was called to Belgrade Lakes Tues
Mrs. Ciharles Harris for a few days, day of last week by the death of her
returning to her home Monday night. uncle, Mr. Harvey Parker. Mr. Park
R. H. Trecartin was the guest of er frequently visited in Phillips in
Phillips friends over Sunday, coming former years, being a nephew cf the
from' Lubec where he had been on a Late -Mrs. Henry Fuller.
Mr. Parker
Ivisit to inis parents.
was only ill one week, and his death
1 Walter Chase ihas gone to Mrs. resulted from an attack of the grip.
I Mabel Hoyt’s to board.
It improve® the soup to throw a
Miss Genevieve Hornden of Port little pepper into if.
Same way
land ha© been the guest of rela- with a tow*.
Itives tin town this week.
Mrs. Emma Young, who ha® been
Miss Edith Hunter, who has been w”'th her daughter, Mrs. Fred Ken
employed as waitress at The Kirk nedy for some weeks-, is stopping
wood, Camden, S. C., the past for a time in town before returning
winter will be employed at Mr. Eu to Farmington, Where she will he
gene Atwood’s private cam|ps at Ken- with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wheeler.
nebago the conning season.
We understand that Mr. Wheeler has
Charles M. William® cf Farmington been in poor health, for a year or
says that records have been kept two past but is able every day to go
of the local sapping operations for to his store.
Mr. Wheeler is the
16 seasons and that this is bound to well-known manufacturer of fishing
be the latest on record.
Tihe earl reds and they have always been
iest date for tap:ping the trees since noted for their excellence.
1900 was March 4, 1910, the latest,
Benj. Dodge & Son have finished
March 20, 1900.
It looks now as if their winter lumbering operations at
• A t the Clothing Store.
;t would be pretty close to April be Ea&t Madrid aaid have got out before extensive operations begin this
year.
The seasons have averaged
MAKE
TOM ORROW A
BETTER
about one month ini length..
Howard Leavitt has resumed his
DAY.
duties after several days’ illness.
If things "went wrong” today, if
Levi Leavitt and Marion Roberts of
Portland were week-end guests of lifis you suffered from Indigestion, sick
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Leav headache, biliousness, bloating, bad
breath, or other condition cau-sed by
itt.
delayed bowel action, take a Foley
M
ir.
G.
L.
Kempton
of
Rangeley
No. 5 Beal Block
was in Phillips fc,r the day
last Cathartic Tablet now and tomorrow
will be a better day.
This whole
week, Wednesday on business.
Mrs. J. W. Carlton was in, Far some physic acts without pain or
PH ILLIPS,
M A IN E
nausea.
Floyd E. Parker.
mington last Tuesday.
Mrs. Emma Young is caring for
Mrs. Earle Edwards1, who- has been in
poor health, for some months, and
Agency for^the
does not seem to gain, much.
Mrs. Abb-ie Wright, who is- with
Universal Steam Laundry
her daughter, Mrs. Clarence Fair
banks still remains in very poor
health., although a little improvement
is noted at times.
Mrs. Lizzie Whitfield and daughter
of Medford, Mass., came last week,
Wednesday to pas® some time with
Alterations on our buildher mother, Mrs. C. E. Berry.

SARANAC

The Sedgeley Store

BUCKSKIN

SPRING COATS
$7, $8, $9, $lo, $12, $13, $15, $16, $17, $18.

GLOVES

The gloves for
T e a m ste rs, Rail
road M en, Mill
Men, Farmers and
for every kind of
business.
Made from gen
uine deer skins.
Will dry out soft
and pliable after
wetting.
We do not know
o f a better wear
ing glove than the
Saranac. Made in
the Railroad gaunt
let and the ordin
ary e v e r y d a y
style.
Gauntlets cost
75c, $1.00, $1.25, J
$1.50.
Other styles, 50c,
75c, $1.00, $1.50.

D. F. HOYT

The
Phillips National Bank

Open Saturday
Evenings.

C A N N O T P R A IS E T H E M

j R oyafMade-to-Mcasure

|

J ing are now completed
!► and we are again located
there.

ENO UG H

Many sick and tiled women, with
aches and pains, sore muscle® and
stiff joints, do not know that their
kidneys are out of order.
Mrs. A.
G. Wells, Box 90, Route 5, Rocky
Mount, N. C., writes: “ I am taking
Foley Kidney Pills and cannot praise
them, enough fer the wonderful ben
efit I derived in such a short while.”
Fioyd E. Parker.

SUITS
$10.50, $12.50, $13.90, $15, $20.

SKIRTS

at
2 , $ 25,
$30 and $ 35,
o

Garden and Flower Seeds
at

TOOTHAKER’S CASH 5T0RE

I

$3.50, $4.00 and $5.00.

WAISTS

I

$1.00, $1.50, $3.00, $3.50.

HOUSE DRESSES

!

$1.00 and $1.50.

WHITE AND COLORED DRESS
GOODS
|
10, 12 1-2, 15, 25, 45, 50, 75 cents, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50.

SHOES, BOOTS, PUMPS
$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50.
Orders taken from samples fo r ladies’ boots, shoes and pump?
that sell from $3.00 to $5.00 a pair.

HOUSE SHOES
The Nurse O xford—Crumbs o f Cumfort,

$1.75

CHILDREN’S AND MISSES’
DRESSES
A ges 2 to 14,

50c, 69c and $1.00

READY-TO-W EAR HATS
$1.50 to $3.50.

WHEN

H

C. M. HOYT,

J

Looking for Something New, Try Us!
New Shoes, Dress Goods, Muslin
Underwear, Jersey Underwear, Hosi
ery, House Dresses, Shirt Waists, Etc.
We originate, others try to
N
imitate.
ButtericK Patterns in StocK

No.

2 Beal Block, Phillips, Maine

tween seven and eight hundred cords
of h-aird wood, also long lumber. Lat
er they will begfiu pulpwood operat
ions at the same place.
Mr. Dodge
is not in the best of health, hut
there ha® been steady Improvement
since hi® severe illness Hast year.
Mrs. Dodge has been- ill- much of the
time the past winter suffering from

Farmers’ Tel.
m

I

HOME CANNED

25cj
25c
25c*
25c!
25c|
35c I
25c j
25c!
25c!
25cl
25c j
25c |
— *

Mustard Pickles,
Beet Pickles,
Sweet Pickles,
Rhubarb,
Beans,
Syrup,
Blueberries,
Blackberries,
Gooseberries,
Pears,
Fiddle Head Greens,
Beet Greens,
m
___ __ „

j

the grip some cf the time.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Knapp of Kingfield were in- town this week.
Dr. -Sherman B. Elliott of Auburn
is a believer in preparedne®s-.
He
started out for hi® Lewiston office
Friday morning with a 48 calibre
rifle by his side a® he declared he
did not wish for any person to get
ij the drop an ham,. The doctor is a ----------------------------------------| 4 » H «
dead shot so the German® and tihe
allies had better let him alone unless
they want a tooth pulled.—Lewiston
Journal.

| B E A N ’iSj
Wanted

JIM ROSS
runs a restaurant
a barber shop

Suits and Overcoats
$ i 6,$ I 7, $

1

Phillips National Bank
PHILLIPS, - MAINE

§

a pool room
on

Depot street.

Open at all hours.

PEELED SPRUCE

FIR AND

POPLAR
,

Pulpwood

delivered

at

Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes

any point on line of
! Railroad.

H A L E Y & FIELD
Phillips,

Main*

